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HENDERSON, Ky. (AP) —
judge dismissed a lawsuit challeng—
ing an ordinance protecting gays
from discrimination in housing,
employment and public accommo—
dations.
Henderson landlords Rick and
Connie Hile claimedthe ordinance
passed in September forced them
to violate their religious beliefs by
"facilitating or supporting such a
sinful lifestyle."
The ordinance contains an ex—
ception for "single housing units,"
which the Hiles owned, so the law
does not apply to them, City At—
torney Joseph E. Ternes Jr. argued.
"If you owned and rented single
family housing units and not multi—
units such as apartments, then those
are exempt by the terms of the or—
dinance itself," Ternes said.
As a result,; it was agreed by
both parties that the suit should be
dismissed, said the Hiles‘ attorney,
Francis Manion, of New Hope.
Manion is an attorney for Pat
Robertston‘s American Center for
Law and Justice, a conservative
legal advocacy group.
Henderson Circuit Judge
Stephen Hayden signed the agree—
ment dismissing the suit.
"This is more or less a techni—
Manionsaid.
—said he‘s pleasedth'tt'
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Shepard

Judy Shepard,
thewill mother
ofa
Matthew
Shepard,
speak
at
dinner
and25,evening
program
Mon.,Mrs.Sept.
in
Memphis.
Shepard
has accepted
the
invitation
ofthe
Memphis
commu—
nity
to speak.by more
Her appearance
is
sponsored
than
20
gay
andOngay—supportive
organzations.
Oct.
12,
1998,
Matthew
Shepard
died
ofthe
injuries
he there—
ceived
during
a
hate
crime.
In
aftermath
ofthat
tragedy,
Dennis
and
Judy
Shepard
have
become
and eloquent
spokespersons
%
— forbraveThe
human
rights._
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Memphls Sept. 25
thebe Memphis
communityEpiscopal
and will
held
at
Calvary
Church, 102Memphis.
North Second St. in
downtown
The dinner
will bewhich
preceded
a
pastoral
symposium
is
free
and
openand torabbinate.
membersCallof324—
the
clergy
8523
by Mon., Sept. 18 for a reser—
vation.
with
Mrs.5:30—7
Shepard
willon
beMon.,Dinner
served
from
p.m.
Sept.
25. To make
a reser—18
vation,
call
320—9376
by
Sept.
and leave a message for "Martha‘s
Mission"with.yourname,
phone.

to

Speak

‘Cultural Initiation‘? «—. 29

in

Judy Shepard

is $10 per plate with payment
at the door,
(qepﬁw'anumberandnumber of pgrsonsfor____Thefreeevening j
whom to reserve space. The cost not require rcsexvmons and WI

begin at 7:30 p.m. It will feature a
presentation by Mrs. Shepard.
In gratitude for the services of
Mrs. Shepard, the gay, lesbian, bi—
sexual and transgendered members
ofthe community will be donating
a sizable homorarium to the Mat—
thew Shepard Foundation. The
Coalition for Gay and Lesbian
Religious Affairs (CGLRA is co—
ordinating this effort which has a
$5000 goal.
To assist with the honorarium
(which is not being required but is
encouraged by Mrs. Shepard), a
tax—deductible donation can be

made by makmg a check out to
R
allmgnto P.O., Box

74, Memphis, TN
38111—0274.

erned by theordinance, but he said
the ordinance itselfis rather absurd.
|

He said he does

not believe

the

people who drafted it intended to
exempt property owners

like the

Hiles.
"I way I look at it is if you own
50 separate buildings you can dis—
criminate based
sexual

on

orientation,

the
but

basis

of

if the

50

housing units you own are all at—
tached —together as a building, you
can‘t," Manion said.
The American Civil

Liberties

Union had requested permission to
help defend the
but Hayden

Henderson

ruled

against

case,
it

last

month.
Similar so—called "fairness" or—
dinances have also been passed in
Jefferson County, Louisville and
Lexington.
The

Louisville

and

Jefferson

County ordinances have been chal—
lenged by the American Center for
Law and Justice, and the ACLU is
assisting the two governments.
"We‘re obviously pleased that
the lawsuit was dismissed,"

said

Michael Adams, litigation director
of the

ACLU

Rights

Lesbian

Project,

and

about

Gay
the

Henderson suit. "To us, it just re—
inforces our belief that these law—
suits

are

frivolous

and

really

they‘re being brought to harass cit—
ies and towns that have passed fair—
ness ordinances like this."

Gay Survivor Wins $1
Openly gay Richard Hatch man—
aged to "outwit, outlast, outplay"
15 other contestants to win $1 mil—
lion on CBS‘s smash summer "re—
ality" show Survivor.
After 39 days on an island, ti—
dily edited down to 14 commercial
broadcast hours, the last seven
failed contenders voted 4—3 to give
the prize to Hatch rather than young
Kelly Wiglesworth in the final
broadcast Aug. 23.
There‘s no doubt that Hatch was
the star of the show — but he was
also its villain, perhaps most aptly
compared to Heather Locklear‘s
character on Melrose Place. A CBS
telephone poll immediately follow—
ing the vote found that viewers op—
posed Hatch‘s selection by 68
percent to 31 percent, and some
online polls before the finale found
fewer than 10 percent of respon—
dents believed Hatch would win.
At least a couple of pundits have
hailed Hatch as doing more for
gays than NBC‘s sitcom Will &
Grace, but the gay cyberactivist
known as Leliorisen says the online
bulletin boards associated with the
show are rife with anti—gay com—
ments. A would—be participant in
CNN‘s TalkBack Live interactive
television program made the same
observation about the chat fare
there.

Million, Dubbed ‘Evil Queen‘

CBS president Les Moonves
said the show "worked because it‘s
an adventure, it‘s a game show, and
it‘s a great soap opera, and it may
even have hit home with people
because the good guys did not nec—
essarily win. The bad guys are of—
ten the most compelling characters.
And people at home may have seen
that and recognized what happens
in their own lives, in corporate so—
ciety or whatever. They have been
thinking, ‘That‘s why I haven‘t
succeeded. The bad guys are to
blame.‘"
Hatch, 39, is very much in cor—
porale society, a trainer specializ—
ing in team building and conflict
resolution. He used his skills to
pick winners and forge an alliance
that successfully eliminated other
competitors.
University of Missouri profes—
sor of TV criticism Michael Porter
was not alone in musing that, "I
think Richard easily could have
come across as quite a different guy
if they had chosen to use a differ—
ent narrative thread." One fan noted
that the "characters" were always
perfectly consistent, without ambi—
guity, including Hatch‘s "demonic
schemer."
Indeed, Hatch‘s personal trainer
Jon Smyth said Hatch‘s Survivor
persona "is a side of Rich I‘ve

never seen before. In real life Rich
is a warm, fun guy to be around.
He‘s funny." Hatch‘s sister Sue
said, "That was just the persona he
played, and it was all part of the
game. I just laughed, I didn‘t take
it person@lly, and I‘m sure my

brother didn‘t either" when people
made negative comments about his
"character."
Despite the ambivalence ofthe
audience and the hostility of
many cyber—spectators, in the
opinion of the Toronto Star‘s
See Gay Survivor on page 13

ld
Richard Hatch and the million dollars he won by outlasting 15 other
contestants on the hit CBS summer series Survivor.
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Thelettersfrom
Triangle Journal
News
* «welcomes
its
readers.
~~Letters
should
be be as shortas
reasonable
and
typedifpossible.
Although
names
maynumberfor
be withheldverification.
on request,
all
letters
should
be
signed
and
include
a
phone
Anonymous
letters willandnotgrammar.
be printed.However
All letterseveryareeffort
subjectwillto beeditingfor
spelling,
punctuation
madeto:to
maintain
the
original
intent
ofthe
writer.
Letters
should
be
mailed
Triangle
News, Our
P.O.e—mail
Box 11485,
TN 38111—0485 or
faxed
to (901)Journal
454—1411.
addressMemphis,
is MemphisTJN@aol.com.
Just Who She Thinks She Is
M y name
isJoNeeson.I
amputalsoup area.Ialso would like to address the
known
as
"The
Bitch
who
madeJason,
by Allen
Cook,
the that
wantedyes,posters"
First,
letpost—me comments
Barbara
Jean
and
Angie
say
I
did
put
up
the
Lamb, among
ers. Inotwas,alonehow—in
others,
about
ever
the
people
this
endeavor.
Opinions expressed in come outwhoto
The
poster
de—
editorials,commentaries "complain and
bacle
started
as
a
and letters are those of blame".
resultofthewe frus—
Repeatedly,
tration
en—
the authors.
I
have
heard
countered
while
that
we
are
not
people
who
volun—
trying
to
get
a
response
to
NU—
teer oris blatantly
support false.
our community.
MEROUS
attempts
to contact
the That
Thethepeople
then
members
of
the
Memphis
you
are
referring
to
are
not
ones
pride
board.
I
personally
left
mes—
who
sit
on
the
boards
of
the
vari—
sages
for
Daniel
Forrest
which
ous organizations
thisactive
is true.in We
were
retumed. Weconcerning
were unable
are.
however.
very
the
tostatusgetnotofinformation
the
day—to—day
support
ofthis
commu—
the
pride
parade.
All
we
itslived
people.in Memnphis for
had to go on were rumors and as— nityI and
have
sumptions.
three
years.
Inassociated
that time I have
been
Nowthinking
at this"Who
pointdoes
you are
prob—
proud
to
be
with
the
ably
she
think
people
who
get
things
done.
she
is
that
she
should
have
first
In thea lastpartythreecalled
years"Off
we have
hand information about this deci— thrown
the
sion"
Wall"
that
raised
$3600
for
Lov—
._ providing
Well, I thewastruck
the one
who
was
ing
Arms
and army
Friendsthatfortakes
Life.care
We
tothepullfloatMPI‘s
have
a
small
float,
and
a
trailerfor
One
of deliveringforLoving
food andArms.toysWhen
each
More
wassignificant
planning.number
I also,ofalong
Christmas
with
a
oth—
homeless
member
of our with
ex—
ers,
had peoplecomingin thein from
out atended
famity
died
suddenly
ofstatetoparticipate
celebra—
oneweto came
take care
of histhe funeral
tion. Therefore
the status
of theI noneeds,
up
with
moneyin
parade
was,
indeed,
something
for
a
proper
burial
with
all
ofus
needed
to
know.
So
the
posters
to celebrate
his life.char—
We
were usedthey
to elicit
a response, that
ap— attendance
areity. also
guilty
ofcheckbook
parently
accomplished
I knowofTom
andwithout
Trent give
goal.
Which brings me to my next thousands
dollars
fan—
point.Throughout
fare
or
recognition.
I
have
been
the
turmoil
that
fol—
known toalso.
reach in my pocket on
lowed theI havebad heard
decisions
thata lotwereof occasion
made,
quite
Weaccountants
are pro bonoandattorneys,
pro
complaining
by andboardthe members
bono
volunteer
from
both
MPI
MGLCC
laborers.for Ihelphavegonever
seen a re—by
that
they
were unable
to commu—
get any quest
unanswered
help
or
support
from
the
these up"complainers
" andthanks
to notto
nity.community
Well, I am and
an outI readmember
ofof jump
and
down
with
the
both
Aphrodites for ALL they do is
our
local
publications
in their
en— theinsane.
tirety
and
I
don‘t
recall
any
requests
We may butnotwehavehavea formal
or—
for assistance.
And
Iinformation
think the post—or ganization,
each
other
ersneed
prove
that
any
and that is enough to get things
in this
community
can poster
be ad— _ done.
dressed
with
a
well—placed
my last observation
in the ofbars,business
restaurant,
other otherAndcomplaint,
we have triedis an—to
places
in the andMidtown
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MAKE TO VOTE FOR BUSH22"
and your never having seen any tions were left unfilled... well, it
such calls, it seems unreasonable isn‘t hard to read between the lines.
to us, from a public relations stand—
Given the history ofvarious gay
point, for any organization to come and lesbian organizations in our
out and state that they are in dan— city, it is never a good idea to as—
ger offolding because their mem— sume that all is well on the partici—
bership is low. One should onsider pation front. After all, we‘ve all
any open callfor membership and been guilty oftrying to put a good
participation a serious one. When face on a bad situation at one time
you see an election result, and it or another.
Additional letters on page 4
notes that some leadership posi—

"THIS IS THE BEST ARGUMENT WE CAN

get applications for MPI member—
ship since the meeting of July6.
Without going into ALL the excuse
we have been given as to why we
are unable to get them, Katie
[Heisted] gave the most lame ex—
cuse when she told me she
"couldn‘t find any applications"
Some life long Memphis resi—
dents have told me there is a divi—
sion in this community that can‘t
be overcome, I have heard words
like "elitist‘‘ and "stuck up‘‘ and
"them"‘ and "they" I was even told
this letter would never get pub—
lished. But I have been out as an
active lesbian my entire life and I
believe in us as a family.
I know we can cut through the
personalities and get back to our
shared dreams and goals. I am of—
ficially offering to serve this com—
munity in any way I can. I know I
speak for the rest of the "complain—
ers" "blamers‘, and "barflies‘‘
when I say we are here‘ we are part
of the community and we will be
heard.
Jo Neeson
Memphis
Editor‘s Note: we certainly did
not mean to imply that those who
do not serve on boards ofour vari—
ous community organizations, do
nothing. They do! And checkbook
charity is not a bad thing as long
as you don‘t try to tell those
charged with how the money is
going to be spent how to spend it.
What we tried to point out i our
editorial last month is that if you
have a vested interest in something
an organization does (or doesn‘t
do), then you had better make sure
that you have some input into how
that organization (or event) is run.
The best way, wefeel, to do that is
to become a member ofthat orga—
nization, attend its meetings and
become intimately involved in the
decision making process. Fail to do
that and you end up being labled
as a non—participating complainer.
Asfor MPI‘s callsforassistance
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Integrity to Host Episcopal
Convention

Delegate

Integrity—Memphis welcomes Church who are living in other life—
the Rev. Joe Porter, Rector of Saint
long committed relationships."
Mary‘s
Epis¢opal
Church The convention also resolved that
(Dyersburg) to its monthly meet—
the Church "will provide for them
ing on Tuesday, Sept. 19. Rev.
the prayerful support, encourage—
Porter represented the Episcopal
ment and pastoral care necessary
Diocese of West Tennessee,at this, , , to live faithfully.", Rev. Porter will; ;
Summer‘s General Convention, the elaborate. on the debate, and mean—
governing body, of the, Episcopal ~ingof this
Church, of.the, Unites: States of
The Rev. Porter returned from.,
America.
\ General Convention, in Denver, CO
Rev. Porteris expected to ad- excited about the spirit of the tri—

dress resolutions and other conven—
tion actions that will affect the gay
and lesbian community in the Epis—
copal Church.
Once again the Episcopal
Church wrestled with how to rec—
ognize gay and lesbian relation—
ships. Among the resolutions, the
General Convention acknowledged
"that while the issues of human
sexuality are not yet resolved, there
are currently couples in the Body
of Christ and in this Church who
are living in marriage and couples
in the Body of Christ and in this

ennial meeting. He observed a cor—
diality that seemed to be missing
from past conventions. He wants
to share the optimism he experi—
enced with our local chapter of In—
tegrity.
Integrity meets on the third
Tuesday of every month at Calvary
Episcopal Church at 102 North
Second Street. We open our meet—
ing with worship at 6:30 p.m. fol—
lowed by dinner at 7 p.m. and
program around 7:30 p.m. Dinners
is free to first time visitors to In |
tegrity.

Statewide Political

Bookstar Poplar to Host Pera Booksigning
Despite the Memphis heat, it‘s himself. Only to have Red slip 7 and Flesh and the Word 4. C.
been a hot summer for local away, Earl ends up in pursuit of this Bard Cole will be signing and read—
memphian Brian Pera! Brian‘s first man he barely even knows.
ing from his collection ofshort sto—
novel, Troublemaker, was released
Pera‘s first book has received ries, Briefly Told Lives, also
this summer by St. Martin‘s Press lots of local attention from book— published this summer by St.
of New York. The work offiction sellers. With the recent formation Martin‘s Press.
follows Earl, a twentysomething of the Gay and Lesbian Bookclub
Copies of both books are avail—
Southern kid, who is adrift in life. at Bookstar, Poplar Plaza, Pera is able for purchase at Bookstar. If
Earl walks the streets of Memphis in the spotlight for September. you need more information, please
after being kicked out by his fam— Bookstar will be hosting a call Bookstar,,,Poplar Plaza, at
ily, After failing at hustling in New booksigning and reading for Brian (901) 323—9332.
York, his ownmother keeps her Pera on Mon., Sept. 25 at 7 p.m.
If you are interested in joining
door closed to himin Omaha. He
ends up wandering the grounds of
a local carnival where he meets
Red, to whom Earl tries to attach

He will be joined by popular New,
York author, C. Bard Cole. Cole‘s
work has appeared in numerous
anthologies, including Men on Men

the Gay and Lesbian Book Club,
please contact Shannon Yarbrough,
assistant manager of Bookstar.

Town Hall Meetings Take Break, MGLCC to
Participate in "Place at the Table"
f
A co—sponsored car wash with
The September Town Hall in the Memphian Room at Play—
Meeting hosted by the Memphis house on the Square, MGLCC will Memphis Pride, and LGCJ will be
Gay and Lesbian Community Cen— be hosting a potluck dinner to ben— held on Sat., Sept. 30 from 10 a.m.
ter (MGLCC) has. been cancelled efit "A Place at the Table," an an— to 4 p.m. on the parking lot of Holy
‘because‘ito Labor Day:Weekend it‘ s { nual fundraising:event for Friends!; Trinity Community Church. There
beingiinvolved)in "A:Place at the For Life.. The.dinner is opento thei is a suggested. donation of $5. All
proceeds benefit the three groups
Table," andothenreturning officers Cllllﬂ, wmmumly
(11
needing :asmall: break., Town Hall .; ; , Please bring a dish for yourself »A and will be,divided equally among
Méetings will resume on Sun. Oct, wand a friend—and a monetary.dona— them.
Volunteers are need for this
1 at First Congregational Church‘s tion that will be donated to Friends
event as well as other projects
Pilgrim Hall.
for Life/Aloyious Home on behalf
MGLCC stages.
On Wed., Sept. 13 at 7:30 p.m. of MGLCC.

Organization Formed
Tennessee now has a statewide
organization to fight for lesbian,
gay, bisexual and transgender
equality — Equality TN.
At statewide meetings in May
and August, representatives from
across the state agreed to by—laws
and elected an interim Board of
Directors, including Rhonda White
(Chair) and Vice—chairs represent—
ing east, middle and west Tennes—
see
Jim Maynard, Memphis LGCJ
co—chair, was elected as Vice—Chair
for West Tennessee.
A web site is being constructed,
and a logo has not been decided
upon yet.
The next statewide meeting will

be in Knoxville Dec. 2—3, and the
meeting in April will be in Mem—
phis.
At this time, West Tennessee is
underrepresented in EQTN...so
join now!
You can join Equality TN now
by sending a donation ($20 for in—
dividuals) to: EQTN PO Box
330965 Nashville, TN 37203—7507
‘There will be a house party soon
in Memphis to recruit members and
accept donations.
If you have any questions or
want to get involved with EQTN
in the Memphis area, feel free to
contact: Jim Maynard phone 327—
2677
or
email
jmaynar2 @midsouth.rr.com

"Tip, . o
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Astor

Journal News for many years. De—
spite his recent retirement, he re—
mains active and his work continues
to appear penal/uallv in—
mug,“
pages.]—

n6
s

th,.

X:
<

tr"

begun its own web page and is ac—

Lauds

tively seeking sponsorship to main—
MGLCC

Vision

tain the Gay/Lesbian Switchboard,

Recently, I attended the annual

Tennessee‘s oldest gay/lesbian com—

meeting of the Memphis Gay and

munity service. The Twinkie Mu—

Lesbian Community Center. I have

seum Video Festival grows every

been

year and plans for next year are the

involved with the Center in

some way since its inception in the

most ambitious to date. MGLCC

late

continues to be an active supporter

1980s, am a founding board

of and participant in Pride celebra—

member and past president.
MGLCC was organized in 1989—

tions. The discussion has again

90 and was founded to provide a lo—

turned to the need and plans for a

cation for use by members of the gay/

permanent location to be used as

lesbian community for a variety of

multi——purpose space and a home for

purposes. It has occupied three dif—
ferent locations in Midtown in ten
years and gone through two periods

"Elite"

Entertainment

of semi—dormancy. It has served as
the birthplace of Holy Trinity and

Escorts, Madebs & Massage

Safe Harbor MCC churches and the
memories

We Come to You — Fast and Discreet
Best Rates & Best Seuvice
Bi—sexual,
Welcome
Singles & Couples

and
Mate Staff

Female

of

those

whom

the

MGLCC has served range from pot—
luck suppers to Lavender University
courses and even the locations for
Pride related festivals and success—
ful coffee house entertainments.
The MGLCC has gone through a
period oftransition in the past sev—
eral years, at one point I was being
asked the question whether it even

(901) 357—5488

existed. One year, there were four
people at

the annual

meeting. The‘

library, furnishings and memorabilia

Memphis‘ only She— Mates

have been in storage for almost five
years. I am very pleased to hear that

"Pet your fantasies come tue!"

that notion is changing.
The

vision of the

founders re— ©

mains intact. The MGLCC has just
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()UFIU"I()H ‘s only gay/lesbian specific
llbmly and historic records and arti—
facts pertaining to the Memphis gay/
lesbian community.
I want to commend the outgoing
and incoming board members for
their vision of what the MGLCC is
and is to become. Many ofthese are
young committed individuals whose
attitude is to enhance the community
by supporting the Center. They are
also volunteers who know that per—
sonal recognition (and personal gain)
is the last thing they can possibly
expect for their efforts. They have my
continued support through my
United Way contributions and my
interest and I am looking forward to
MGLCC‘s continued growth and
presence in our community.
Vincent Astor
Memphis
[As most of you know, Vincent
was a staff member of The Triangle

Thanks Danlel
Many thanks to you for all you
have done for our community. I
have read about you many times in
the Triangle Journal News and feel
that you are involved as well as
concerned about us.
I was supposed to meet you at
the Pride Festival, but I was away
on vacation in July, but I was there
at the June 17 gathering since I
didn‘t know about the postpone—
ment. When you live this far away
(Bolivar, Tenn.) information trav—
els slowly. (I had a great time on
the 17th!)
I‘m glad you seem to understand
the way things go sometimes and
hope you will not be discouraged
about staying involved. Everyone
needs you, especially the very
people that may have criticized
your decisions over time.
Many thanks to you and others
that have helped so much. Please
accept our sincere thanks!
Doug Maxwell
Hector Bertin
Bolivar, Tenn.
[With access to the world wide
web (gays and lesbians comprise one
of the largest users of online ser—
vices), we all hope that the
comunications problems our com—
munity has experienced will be mini—
mized. The MGLCChasestablished
a community calendar and TIN it—
self is now on the web. See stories
on page fourfor web addresses.

Triangle Journal on
the Web ... the Whole
Thing!
After a false start last year that
additional fees to appear in the web
printer. Converting the 32 to 40
experience will be enhanced.
lasted only a few months, the Tri—
were hampered by lack of control.
version. Cook noted that advertis—
page print version to an electronic
Efforts will be made to create
angle Journal News has once again
Cook said a volunteer was engaged
ing rates have not changed for the
version when first attempted took
links to websites mentioned in ar— to purchase a domain
established its presence on the
Triangle Journal since 1995.
name and
almost a week.
ticles and advertising.
world wide web — this time with
establish the site. After a few
An added benefit he noted, will
By trying a different approach,
The Community Resources
a vengeance.
months, that person moved and it
be the addition of color.
Cook was able to maintain the look
page will also contain links to
"We believe that this is the first
was impossible to obtain the codes
"Four—color printing is very ex—
of the print version and create the
websites of the various businesses
time a publication of our genre has
and
passwords for the domain.
pensive," he said and smaller ad—
web version in only a few hours.
and organizations listed there and
placed its entire content —both edi—
"Having your own domain
vertisers avoid the extra costs
He said that the web version would
the Out and About calendar will
torial and advertising on its website," involved. "By
name is the best way to go and we
offering a web ver—
be available at the same timethe bulk
contain links, including a linkto the
said TJN publisher Allen Cook.
will eventually go down that road
‘sion, we are able to offer some
of the newspapers are distributed.
calender recently establishedby the
"We didn‘t just want a teaser or
again," Cook ‘said.
color without the additional ex—
"Don‘t expect a lot of flash with
Memphis Gay and Lesbian‘ Com:
a few stories On the web," he said. _ pense."
The TIN website will use the fa—
y
audio clips and animations," Cook
munity Center.
"We wanted the whole thing so that
;
cilities of the America Online
f
Cook noted that by creating a
said. Our goal is simply to make
The ‘site will ‘also contain links
people who didn‘t necessarily sub—
Hometown network, but will
web version of the Triangle, addi—
an electronic version of the Tri—
to e—mail the Triangle Journal, to
scribe could also benefit."
be accessable to anyone with ac—
tional readership will be developed
angle Journal available to those
subscribe, and to place and reply
The website will be structured
cess to the world wide web. The
by reaching those who infrequently
who use the web." By keeping it
to personal ads.
in basically the same manner the
web
address
is
visit those venues which distribute
http://
simple, he said, the web pages will
Previous efforts to establish a
print verson is with only a few al—
hometown.aol.com/memphistjn.
the print version.
load faster and the online reading
website for the Triangle Journal
terations made for readability.
"We feel that there is an un—
Web surfers will be greeted by
tapped market of people who are
a "welcome" page which will al—
either reticent to be seen picking New Memphis Pride
Board Electe
low them to browse through the
d
;
up a copy of a gay and lesbian
online paper which will also have
newspaper, who are closeted or
By Vincent Astor
postponement of Pride from June celebrations.
The possibilities in—
a table of contents of features and
who are just too young to frequent
to July. Treasurer Tim Johnson also cluded everyt
hing
from moving the
news stories.
the bars," Cook said.
Memphis Pride, Inc. held its
noted that no direct monetary re— event date and
the
The two areas of the paper that
location to re—
The key to developing a website
annual meeting on Mon., Aug. 28,
turns (outside of a few drink and
vising the composition and num—
had to be modified for readability
that was timely in relation to the
to elect the 2001 board. Four new
T—shirt sales at the Pride booth) ber of events
. Decisions will be
include the Out and About calen—
print version is fast turnaround. In
members were elected. Tim
were realized by Memphis Pride as made by the
dar and the Community Resources
new board over the
the week before print publication,
Johnson was returned to serve a full
a result of the July parade or Pride coming months.
page.
all the staff energy is put toward
term as treasurer; Patricia Pair was
Fest (sponsored by Backstreet
Pride has in recent years spon—
Advertisers will not be charged
getting the newspaper ready for the
elected secretary; Kay Mills and
owner Shane Trice). Small atten— sored four events
annually: a pic—
Barbara Jean Jasen will serve full
dance was a factor. There have nic in the spring
which this year
terms
as at—large members.
been pledges of $16,000 to be re— included commu
Brothers‘ United Wil
nity awards, the
l Host
Only five nominations were re—
ceived January 1 of 2001 to fund parade and
festival, a fall picnic to
ceived in writing as required by the
next year‘s events but the retiring celebrate Nation
al Coming Out
Safe Sex Workshop
bylaws and one nominee declined.
of this year‘s debt is the responsi— Day, and a thank—
you party during
Nominations from the floor are not
Members of Brothers United
bility of the new board. Donors for
All are welcome to participate
the winter holiday season.
permitted. There were no nomina—
will host a workshop/seminar on
2001 include owners of Fantasy
in the workshop and discussion.
Pride meetings are normally at
tions
for chair or parliamentarian
«———safesexduring the weekend of the
Warehouses, Amnesia, Platinum 7 p.m. on the third
Brunch will be served starting at
Monday of each
and Katie Hiestand, currently act—
Southern Heritage Classic, Sat.,
Paradise, Inc. and Linda Sowell of month and are
10:30 a.m. and light refreshments
listed in the Out and
ing
co—chai
r,
will
continue in that
Sept. 16. —
Sowell & Company Realtors.
will be available throughout the
About calendar.
position for the remainder of her
The workshop will be held
Discussion at the meeting con—
day.
Editor‘s note: Note the vacant
term. The bylaws provide for the
downtown near the Amtrak Train
tained no criticism of the 2000 positions and
For those interested in attending
consider this a call
election of missing board members
Station at 645 South Main, Apt. #3.
event, but suggestions were for volunteers!
the Annual BU Network of
by the sitting board and that will
This is the home of Corey Kitch—
brought up for a revision of Pride
Tennessee‘s Winter Retreat this
take
place as soon as possible.
ens and Charles Brake. The offi—
year, Dec. 1—3, bring a deposit of
Board members serve staggered
cial host of this event will be
$20 to the workshop, or see
FARMERS
terms to prevent an entire board
Anthony Hardaway, coordinator of
Dwayne Jenkins or Anthony
INSURANCE
leaving
office
Brothers United of Memphis.
in
the
same year.
Hardaway for more details. The
0
Due to resignations of chair, co—
The workshop will begin at 11
total cost of the retreat is $45 for
chair, secretary and at—large posi—
am. Dwayne Jenkins, founder of
in—state participants and $65 for
tions for varying reasons, only two
the Brothers‘ United Network of out—ofstate participants.
board members remained after the
Tennessee, and Orin Johnson, a
For more information concern—
July event. Twenty—four individu—
member of Brothers United of ing this event or the
Annual Retreat
als attended the meeting. Voting:
Memphis, will conduct the work—
contact Anthony Hardaway at
members of Memphis Pride must
shop. There will also be a group
anthony _hardaway @hotmail.com
have
completed an application ard
discussion concerning HIV/AIDS
or Dwayne Jenkins at Nashville
fulfille
d requirements for member—
in the black community facilitated
Cares at 1—800—845—4266, ext.269.
ship by May of the year elections
by Anthony O. Dilworth.
take place. Out ofa roster of about
50 eligible to vote, only 10 ofthese
were present. Numerous applica—
MGLCC Creates Onl
ine
tions for membership were submit
ted at the meeting.
Community Calend
ar
Organizations represented were
Aphrodite, the Lesbian and Gay
The Memphis Gay and Lesbian
Many events have already been
Coalition for Justice, the Memphis
Community Center (MGLCC) is
placed on the calendar. However,
Gay
and Lesbian Community Cen—
working to give the community a
if you are involved in or know of
ter,
the
Coalition for Gay and Les—
centralized presence on the Web.
any events missing from the cal—
bian Religious Affairs, the Cotton
In August MGLCC purchased a
endar, or if there are changes or
Pickin‘
Squares,
Memphis
domain which is currently "under
additional information for an event
Transg
ender Alliance and the Mys—
construction."
already on the calendar, email us
tic Krewe of Memphis United.
In the meantime, an online
at mgleccalendar@yahoo.com or
Amnesia, Memphis, was also rep—
"Community Calendar" has al—
call 725—1574 and leave a message
resented.
ready been established, which will
with the information.
It was revealed at the meeting
later be linked to the main site. The
Bookmark the site for future ref—
that Memphis Pride has outstand—
— calendar can be found at http://
erence and share this information
ing debts of $10,000 for this year‘s
calendar.yahoo.com/public/
with any lists or persons that might
events. Much of this is owed to
mgleccalendar/
be interested.
entertainers and vendors due to the

Kxiﬁ’iﬁ
Superior
INSURANCE
Auto Home — Life — Annuities
Sensitive to the—Need
s ofthe Gay & lesbian Community
Office: 377—1075 Enrica Ramey Home: 374—9502

"When you are buying or selling a home,
I can make a difference!"
Call me and let me show you how."
Randy Wilder Randy Wilder
327—9900 Home
533—0620 Pager
278—4380 Office
SOW
Row EELL
! A : & COMPAN
R$ Y @
[M
f 54 South Cooper
MLS
Memphis, TN 38104
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Frank Lashes Out At House Leader‘s
Crass Comment
By Justin Pope
Associated Press Writer
»
BOSTON (AP) — House Ma—
jority Leader Dick Armey is in hot
water again over a remark about
openly gay U.S. Rep. Barney
Frank.
Armey, a Texas Republican
who called Frank "Barney Fag" in
1995, made a joke about Frank at a
party Aug. 2 in Philadelphiaat the
Republican National Convention.
The comment was made during
a conversation with humorist Dave
Barry and several reporters. Barry
said he jokingly asked Armey:
"Are you the real Dick Armey?"
"He said, ‘Yeah, I‘m afraid I
am‘ and then he kind of obliquely
referred to all the trouble he got into
before, and then he made a joke

about his name," Barry said.
The joke was a reference to a
vulgar meaning for Armey‘s name
and referred to Frank, whois gay.
Armey spokeswoman Michele
Davis said a group of journalists
started joking about Armey‘s
name, and Armey made the com—
ment about Frank in a "sarcastic
tone" to cut them off and let them
know he‘d heard the jokes before
about his name.
"He was making the point that
these jokes are offensive and old
and unnecessary. That‘s how he
has always treated those jokes,"
Davis said.
*
Frank said Armey‘s comment
was ironic in light of the tolerant
message the party tried to convey
in Philadelphia.
"It‘s just interesting that as hard
as George W. Bush is trying to dis—

Records & CDs
901/272—7922
794 S. Cooper

Sun, 1—6:30 pm
Mon—Sat, 11:30 am—6:30 pm

Memphis, TN38194 «Email:LstChaCDs@aol.com_|

Clinton Administration

Supports Local Law
guise the real nature of that party,
it‘s beyond his capacity," said
Protecting Gays
Frank, D—Mass. "You still have one
of the most important figures in the
Center for Law and Justice, a con—
By Nancy Zuckerbrod
Republican Party, the majority
Associated Press Writer
servative advocacy group founded
leader of the House, making these —
by religious broadcaster Pat
kinds of remarks."
Robertson.
WASHINGTON. (AP) — For
But Barry defended Armey, say—
the first time ever, the Clinton ad—
If Hyman wins, the Justice De—
ing the joke was entirely self—dep—
ministration is in court supporting
partment briefsaid, "other employ—
recating:
ers could claim that being required
"He was making fun of himself a local government‘ seffort to pro—
tect
gays
from
employment
dis—
to employ individuals of a particu—
and the trouble he got into one
crimination.
lar race, sex, national origin or re—
time," Barry said, referring to the
ligion violates their. First
Justice Department lawyers are
fallout from the 1995 comment,
Amendment rights to free exercise
urging a federal trial judge in Lou—
which Armey has said was an ac—
ofreligion or free association."
isville, Kentucky, to reject a chal—
cidental slip ofthe tongue.
lenge to that—
anti—bias
Others could claim that "engag—
"Dick Armey is not stupid enough
ordinance.
ing in discriminatory advertising
that he‘s going to get up and make a
for employment is protected by the
The government‘s friend—of—
joke about minority groups in front
First Amendment," the brief con—
the—court brief was filed Aug. 15.
of the press," Barry said. "I‘m not a
tended.
Justice Department spokeswoman
fan of Dick Armey, but it‘s blown
The government brief also says
Kara Peterman confirmed that the
totally, grotesquely out of propor—
administration
had
not
previously
Hyman
lacks the legal standing to
tion."
sue because he has not actually fired
filed a pro—gay—rights brief in sup—
The Human Rights Campaign, a
port of aJocalanti—discrimination< argefused to hire, anyone on the
gay and lesbian political group,
ordinance.
basis ofsexual orientation.
called on Armey to apologize.
Louisville
enacted
its
ordinance
Attorney Nathan Lewin, a First
"While‘ Armey continues to use
Amendment expert who has tried
last year, and Dr. J. Barrett Hyman,
gay ‘Americans as punch ‘lines, too
a Louisville physnuan qunekly
numerous cases dealing with the
many people are usingremarks such
free exercise of religion, said he did
as his to justify using gay people as © sued to have it overturned.
not
think Hyman would prevail. An
A
Southern
Baptist,
Hyman
ar—
punching bags," political director
gues that his religious beliefs pre— individual making that type of
Winnie Stachelberg said in a state—
vent him from hiring gays and claim "would have an awfully dif—
ment. "It is no joke when a man who
therefore the ordinance violates his ficult burden to meet," Lewin said.
is a staunch opponent of hate crime
A religious institution could
constitutionally protected freedom
legislation makes crude jokes that
ofreligion.
make a case for why it could not
can only lead to further stigmatiza—
Hyman‘s lawyer, Francis hire gays for certain positions,
tion that may result in violence."
Manion, said the ordinance "would Lewm said. But other employers
Messages left with the Bush cam—
portor.... M
paign and with the Log Cabin Re— _ requirehimtoin etfecl§
1 es h
publicans, a group of gay members — condone thatlifestyle.
Oral arguments in the case are
that requires him to VlOlalC his re—
of the Republican party, were not
expected
to take place sometime
ligious
beliefs."
immediately returned.

Manion is with the American

after Sept. 14»

_‘

MGLCC Holds
GAYELLOW

PAGES"

Annual Election
The Memphis Gay and Lesbian Community Center held its an—
nual election Sun., Aug. 6, at its August Town Hall Meeting.
Jason Crocket was elected president; Jim Maynard, secretary;
and Angela Lamb, treasurer. The vice—president position remains
vacant.
y : %
—
«
At—large membersselected were Katie Hiestant, Barbara Jean .
Jason, Len Piechowski and Herb Zeman.

The ORIGINAL Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual
& Transgender yellow pages: since 1973
Ail editions now include a SEPARATE SECTION FOR WOMEN
U.S/JCANADA: $16 postpaid: Nationwide resources including headquarters
of national organizations; publications; mail order companies, etc., plus

. complete city by city information for all the States and Provinces,
GREATER NORTHEAST: $10 postpaid: CT, DC, DE,
ME, MD, MA, NH, NJ, NY, OH, PA, RI, VA, VT, WV.
SQUTH/SOUTHERN MIDWEST: $10 postpaid: AL, AR, AZ, DE, DGC, FL, GA, HI, KS, KY,
LA, MD, MO, MS TN, NC, OK, PR, SC, TN, TX, VA, WV, U.S, Virgin Is.

ind us at gay-friendly stores like
LAMBDA RISING 800—621—6969
A DIFFERENT LIGHT 800—343—4002
f
and many others
For free listing application, prices,
mailing labels, etc., please send
self—addressed stamped envelope
to Renaissance House,
PO
Box
533—TN,
Village Stn, NY, NY 10014
The
Voice: 212—674—0120
ORIGINAL
LesniGayGayTra
Fax: 2124201126
Ai roams
gayello@banet.net

M)
r'ntt:llgayellowpages.com

>

In addition to the vice—president position, up to three more at—
large board positions are vacant. Contaction Crockett at 725—1574
or jerockett@utmem.edu for more information.
The September Town Hall Meeting has been cancelled because
of the Labor Day weekend. The Town Hall meetings will resume
on Sun., Oct. 1, at 6 p.m. at First Congregational Church‘s Pilgrim
Hall.
Editor‘s note: Note the vacant positions and consider this a call

for volunteers!
THE MID—TOWNERS
Fun with a Ball
New Friends — Old Friends
Maybe Even a Date!!
No Politics — Just Fun
f

Call

James Bailey 342—4630
or Linda Etherton 323—3111
Published as a public service of TheTriangle Journal News.
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HRC Calls on

"shoot—from—the—lip," meant to bait
and bash the association, and de—
flect attention away from Dwyer‘s
lack of an education plan.
"It‘s inaccurate, a distorted and
despicable allegation," he said.
Dorta said the NEA opposes all
forms ofdiscrimination and is con—
cerned that gay and lesbian stu—
dents are at high risk for suicide, a
fact he said Dwyer would under—
stand if she spent more time going
to public schools or meeting with
the association.
"What the NEA supports is full
access to counseling services and
any other appropriate support," he
said. "It‘s absolutely unfortunate
and a total mischaracterization to
consider that level of support what

would

them my

never fail,

even though I disagreed with their
life‘s choice. However, their choice
ing about."
would not affect my personal min—
Falwell

in

gressional delegation should be the
one that deals with that."

can

Dwyer said she advocated a tax

even determine it, which I think is

credit for "people who have high

a very

prescription drug costs on an on—

The

motivation,

if you

subjective thing,

isn‘t

the

going basis."
Dwyer, the 1998 GOP guberna—
torial nominee, faces Rutland law—

Dwyer said it is up to the federal

yer William Meub in the Sept.

government, not the states, to take

primary.

FUDGE — NIOXIN — PAUL MITCHELL — SEBASTIAN

DNA!!!
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not affect Mr.

"I have no doubt that
Cheney‘s ability to serve as Vice

Cheney‘s daughter, who is a les—
President."

BWMT

bian, will become a focal point of
Falwell has a long history of at—
critics.

It

is

ludicrous to judge a
tacking gays and lesbians, calling

Black

man based on one errant, but loved,

and

White

Men

Together

homosexuality an "immoral perver—
Box

family member. As I‘ ve said many

42157

sion." In addition, he has alleged that
times,

if one of my children an—

Memphis,

"militant homosexuals are plotting a

TN

38174—2157

nounced to me they were a homo—
dangerously ailferent future
sexual,

i

would

for

immediately
America" and "that role—modeling
Jackson,

the gay lifestyle is damaging to the
Dodgers

no

the
istry, as

newsletter:

"That is a federal issue. Our con—

tim of the crime is huri badly

the lead on lowering the prices for

family matters that he knows noth—

to

prescription drug prices," she said.

a crime, it is a crime and the vic—

Speaking on prescription drugs,

Cheney family for commenting on

According

crime laws because if something is

done, what law was broken."

on the reverend to apologize to the
love for them

going to able to do anything about

issue. The issue is what harm was

Daughter ‘Errant

WASHINGTON — The Hu—
man Rights Campaign has called
on the Rev. Jerry Falwell to apolo—
gize for calling the lesbian daugh—
ter of Republican vice presidential
nominee Richard B. Cheney "er—
rant" in the preacher‘s Liberty Al—
liance newsletter.
"Falwell‘s remarks were offen—
sive and an affront to families ev—
ery where who fully understand and
support their gay sons and daugh—
ters," said HRC Communications
hus pages
Miractar Prs
—vvyC Call
j}. Siiiui.
—arcoro;

"The state of Vermont is not

don‘t think there is a need for hate

matter why the crime was commit—

Falwell to Apologize to

embrace them and tell

On hate crimes, Dwyer said, "I

ted.

Cheney Family for Calling
Lesbian

prescription drugs.

she called it there."

*

teachers nationwide: "They are
usually pretty far out, not any where
close to the mainstream of public
opinion."
Host Mark Johnson then asked
whether Dwyer thought the NEA
is promoting a homosexual agenda
in Vermont‘s schools. "The NEA
itself promotes that agenda," she
said. "I don‘t krow individually,
though, if schools promote it or
not."
Johnson asked again whether
she believed any Vermont schools
were doing that.
Dwyer replied: "Sure. —I
wouldn‘t be surprised."
Angelo Dorta, president of the
Vermont chapter of the NEA, said
the candidate‘s comments were

3WODT1I.M SNI—HTVAM

BURLINGTON, Vt. (AP) —
Republican gubernatorial candi—
date Ruth Dwyer said Aug. 18 that
the nation‘s largest teachers‘ union
promotes homosexuality.
In a radio interview, Dwyer also
said she does not think there is a
need for specific laws governing
hate crimes and that the state
should not play a role in lowering
the cost of prescription drugs.
Dwyer‘s comments came on
The Mark Johnson Show, aired on
WKDR in Burlington and WDEV
in Waterbury.
Responding to a listener who
asserted that the National Educa—
tion Association promotes a homo—
sexual agenda, Dwyer said of the
NEA, which represents 2.5 million

Promotes Homosexual Agenda

* TOTAL HAIR & NAIL CARE —

GOP Candidate Says Teachers‘ Union

Apologize

BWMT

601—373—90314

moral lives of children."

for

MS

Last year, he came under fire for

http:/www.geocities.com/westhollywood/ 9913

calling Tinky Winky—a character in
Throwing

Lesbian

Couple

See Out and About for event info.

Teletubbies, a children‘s show—a

Space donated as a public service of the

gay puppet.
Out

of
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Stadium

WEST HOLLYWOOD, Calif.
(AP) —The Los Angeles Dodgers

3

Living

Word

baseball team has apologized to a
Christian

lesbian couple who were ejected

Church

from the ballpark after they kissed
].

during a game.

KyleDearen,

Pastor

"It means a lot to me that you
340 N.Garland

are Dodger fans," team president
Bob

Graziano

told

the

Memphis, TW

women.

38104

Phone 276—08577

"We will continue to do the right
Sunbay Morning

thing."

10 a.m.

Suttdbay Evening

Danielle Goldey and Meredith

6 p.m.

Wesonesbay Evenimg

Kott were escorted out of Dodger

7 p.m.

Stadium on Aug. 8. They said they
initially

were

not

told why

they

were being ejected but later were
told that someone complained and

"And

in

accordance

with

this

will

of

God,

we

said children should not be exposed
have

to "those people."
Lesbian couple
The couple said their compan—
ions, a heterosexual
kissed

but were

couple,

not ejected.

also

and Danielle Goldey embrace at the
West

Hollywood

Park

in

Be—

Hollywood, Calif. The Los Angeles
Dodgers apologized to the couple

the eight security guards was dis—

for

Stadium

In addition to the public apol—
ogy,

the Dodgers donated 5,000

tickets to three gay and lesbian or—
ganizations and promised sensitiv—

kicking

public.

them

on Aug.

In

made

holy,

consecrated,

and

out

sanctified

through

the

offering

made

once

for

West

cause ofthis, they felt the action of

crimination.

been

t,

all

of Dodger

of the

body

Hebrews

of Jesus

10:10

Christ"

AMP

5 for kissing in

addition

to

the

public

Join

us

as

we

praise

and

worship

apology, the Dodgers will have some
of

their staff

undergo

sensitivity

Our

Awsome

God!

training and donate 5,000 tickets to
gay and lesbian groups next season.

ity training for their employees.

(AP Photo/Damian Dovarganes)
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Gay Republicans Group
Endorses

Bush

PHILADELPHIA (AP) — The
Log Cabin Republicans, the GOP‘ s
largest gay group, endorsed George
W. Bush for president Aug. 4 , say—
ing the Texas governor has reached
out to gay and lesbian members of
his party.
Chairman Robert Stears said the
just—concluded GOP convention
"was a clear sign to all ofus that a
new Republican Party is emerg—
ing."
The endorsement culminates a
sometimes stormy relationship be—
tween Bush and the group, which
ran ads critical of Bush for saying
last November he was unlikely to
meet with its leaders.
Bush met with gay republican
activists in April and took other
steps Stears cited in the endorse—
ment, which officials said followed
a 109—2 vote by state and local lead—
ers from Log Cabin‘s 45 chapters.
The group claims 1 1,000 members.
Stears said openly gay delegates
and alternates had been welcomed

at the convention, unlike in 1992,
when Patrick Buchanan criticized
homosexuals in a convention
speech, or—in 1996, when Log
Cabin Republicans held a parallel
convention to call for greater tol—
erance.
Stears also cited a convention
speech given by Arizona Rep. Jim
Kolbe, the GOP‘ s only openly gay
member of Congress. Several
members of the Texas delegation
took off their cowboy hats and
bowed their heads in prayer as a
silent protest during the speech.
This year, 18 delegates and al—
ternates to the convention are
openly gay, compared with five in
1996, said Kevin Ivers, a spokes—
man for the Log Cabin Republi—
cans.
Still, the GOP platform says
homosexuality is incompatible
with military service, offers no spe—
cial legal protection based on
sexual preference and opposes rec—
ognition of gay marriages.

Ml

w
Rep. Jim Kolbe, R—Ariz., speaks to delegates during the Republican National Convention in Philadephia on Aug.
1. Kolbe never strayed during his three—minute speech to the convention, and conversative GOP delegates,
bowing to the greater theme of party harmony, offered only a mild silent protest to the GOP‘s only gay member
of Congress.
(AP Photo/Elise Amendola)
Appeals Court Rules
Protected
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First Amendment

Newspaper Report on

BOISE, Idaho (AP) — The
Idaho Court of Appeals on Aug. 2
ruled that the First Amendment
shielded The Idaho Statesman
from any liability for publishing
part of a 40—year—old court file say—
ing, perhaps falsely, that a Boise
man had a homosexual affair with
his cousin.
ng
1975. U.S. Sunreme
Court ruling, the three appellate
judges agreed that restricting the
right of the media to publish docu—
ments contained in a public court
file would result in self—censorship
that would deny the public infor—
mation it needs to continually as—
sess the operations of its
government agencies.
The ruling threw out the inva—

sion of privacy claim filed by Fred
Uranga over The Statesman‘s
1995 publication of a photograph
of the handwritten statement by
one of the men eventually con—
victed in the 1955 Boys of Boise
homosexuality scandal.
The picture accompanied an ar—
ticle recounting what the newspa—
per called oneof the nation‘s
"most infamous homosexual witch
hunts." The Statesman focused on
the impact the episode had on one
of those involved — a man who
committed suicide within several
years of the allegations surfacing.
The newspaper published the ma—
terial in the midst of a debate over
a proposed ballot initiative on ho—
mosexual rights, calling the scan—

Gay Man

dal a cautionary tale.
Claiming the information in the
statement was false and had never
been introduced in any proceed—
ing as evidence, Uranga demanded
a correction. The Statesman de—
clined, offering instead to either
publish Uranga‘s rebuttal or ex—
plain his position along with a
statement that the newspaper had

no opimon on (c {rith of the court
document.
Uranga declined and sued.
But the appellate court rejected
his contentions that the document
was not public, claiming it was
never used in a public proceeding
and that even if it was public its
use should not be publishable be—
cause it was untrue and ancient
history.
Judge Karen Lansing, writing
for the unanimous court, said that
Spiritual Resources
as long as it was in the court file it
was a public document that the
in the Memphis Area
media could publish under the pro—
tection of the First Amendment.
Calvary Episcopal Church — 525—6602
She said it was up to government,
First Congregational Church — 278—6786
not the media, to make sure docu—
ments in court files belong there.
First United Methodist Church — 527—8362
Lansing also held that requir—
Holy Trinity Community Church — 320—9376
ing the media to verify the verac—
Idlewild Presbyterian Church — 726—4681
ity of information in court files
would
be onerous and that the
Living Word Christian Church — 276—0577
mere passage of time did not pre—
Memphis Friends Meeting — 323—3196
clude media use of a court file
document.
Neshoba Unitarian Universalist Church — 756—5433
"We are not without sympathy
Prescott Memorial Baptist Church — 327—8479
for Uranga‘s position," Lansing
Safe Harbor MCC — 458—0501
‘ wrote. "A price has been visited
upon him for The Statesman‘s ex—
St. John‘s United Methodist Church — 276—4104
ercise of its First Amendment
St. Patrick Catholic Church — 527—2542
rights."
St. Therese Catholic Church — 276—1312
But to accept Uranga‘s ratio—
nale,
she said, "would result in the
Unitarian Church of the River — 526—8631
sort of self—censorship by the press
Unity Church (Kirby Rd.) — 754—4241
that (the U.S. Supreme Court)
Published as a public service by the Triangle Journal News.
J sought to prevent."
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Shepard‘s
Gore;

Parents

Push

Endorse

Extension of

Hate Crimes

Law

By Dennis Patterson
Associated Press Writer
LOS ANGELES (AP) — The
parents of gay murder victim Mat—
thew Shepard endorsed Al Gore on
Aug. 16 at the Democratic Na—
tional Convention and called for
extending federal hate crime laws
to include sexual orientation.
Shepard, a 21 —year—old Univer—
sity of Wyoming student, was
beaten and left to die on a wood
fence outside of Laramie in Octo—
ber 1998. Aaron McKinney and
Russell Henderson are both serv—
ing life terms in the Wyoming
State Penitentiary for the killing.
"Everyone has a right to be dif—
ferent and live up to his full po—
tential," Dennis Shepard told the
convention in a 90—second speech.
"Matthew did not have that
chance."
The. Shepards addressed the
convention, along with the son and
daughter of James Byrd, a black
man who was dragged to death in
Texas.
Shepard "was beaten to death

by ignorance and intolerance,"
Pelosi said.
"What happened to Matthew
was a hate crime, pure and simple,"
Shepard told the convention, but
McKinney and Henderson could
not be prosecuted under federal
hate crime laws because they do not
cover sexual orientation.
"This is not a gay rights issue,"
Shepard said. "This is a human
rights issue."
Shepard‘s murder became a ral—
lying point for supporters of hate
crimes legislation nationwide.
His mother, Judy, did not ad—
dress convention delegates. But the
soft—spoken social studies teacher
has been traveling the country
speaking out against violence and
intolerance against gays. She will
be in Memphis to speak at Calvary
Episcopal Church, 102 N. Second
St., on Mon., Sept. 25, at 7:30 p.m.
(See Story on page 1)
She has established the Matthew
Shepard Foundation to raise money
and educate the public about ho—
mosexuality and tolerance.

Rene Mullins, center, and James Byrd, Jr., left, son and daughter ofJames Byrd, and Judy Shepard, right, mother
of Matthew Shepard stand on the stage at the Democratic National Convention in the Staples Center in Los
Angeles. James Byrd was dragged to death behind a truck in June of 1998 in Jasper, Texas. Matthew Shepard,
a gay student, was tied to a fence and beaten into a coma. He died on Oct. 12, 1999.
(AP Photo/Charles Krupa)
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PARTY

featuring
A Construct—Your—Own—Deli—Sandwich Dinner
and Intoduction to Square Dancing

Thurs.,

Sept.

14 +

Prescott Memorial Baptist Church
499 Patterson near U of M.

We dance in a church. We don‘t wear funny clothes.

_

It‘s a place were a he can be a she and a she can be a he and
vice versa. Our leader has tattoos and a pony tail and the person that
you go home with may not be your partner.

So,

what are you doing for fun on

&

Thursday nights?
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YOUR

FROM

TEETH...

Providing you with
soothing, comfortable
Preatment is our
business. Best of all ..

Painful teeth
_
gums,
unsightly stains and bad breath...

we do it with a

eoﬂ:

gentle touch.

We are a young and growing dental
These are messages from your teeth
;
;
"y.
_
practice
which
prides
iteelf
on
which say, "We need help!"
f
f
fairness and open—mindedness,.
Make your teeth feel good again
Call for an appomtment today. Well listen.

WILLIAM N. CASTLE, D.D.S.
General Dentistry
79 North Cooper St. (Between Madison and Poplar) « Memphis, TN 38104—2815
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The judge‘s order said that ear—
lier in the evening, Parker and
Warren had "engaged in an argu—
ment over a rumor that had circu—
lated concerning (Parker) and Mr.
Warren."
A source close to the investiga—
tion told The Associated Press that
Warren, 26, was beaten because he
wanted to reveal asexual relation—
ship he claimed to have had with
Parker and Wilson. That source
spoke on condition of anonymity.
Another argument later that
night led to the attack, the judge
wrote.
Defense lawyers for Wilson
want the state Supreme Court to
stop grand jury proceedings set to
begin Aug. 25.
Wilson was wrongly transferred
to adult court, attorney Fran
Whiteman argued in the emergency
petition filed Aug. 23. She asked
the court to stop Prosecutor Rich—
ard Bunner from presenting evi—
dence and pursuing a criminal
indictment.
Shoemaker has testified that
Warren was still alive and begging
to be taken home when the other
boys dragged him from the car on
a Grant Town road to kick and beat
him some more. Parker then drove
over Warren four times, the boy

Florida Judge
Restraining

Order

Against Gay
BRADENTON, Fla. (AP) — A
judge refused to issue a restraining
order requested by a gay man
against his former partner, saying
domestic violence laws don‘t ap—
ply because the state doesn‘t rec—
ognize same—sex relationships.
Bill Owens, 35, had sought a
restraining order under the state‘s
domestic violence law against Jose
Mendez, saying his former partner
severely beat him when their rela—
tionship ended.
But Circuit Judge Marc Gilner
denied Owens‘ request, saying the
domestic violence law doesn‘t rec—
ognize same—sex relationships. The
law defines people who can get
such orders as couples who have
resided or "are presently residing
together as a family."
The law — which allows a
judge to order one family member
to stay away from another and out
oftheir former home — does not
define the meaning of family, how—
ever.
Gilner says because legislators
did not specifically include homo—
sexual couples when they adopted
the law, that means they are ex—
cluded.
"They can‘t adopt andthey can‘t
marry," Gilner said recently. "And
I believe it was the intention ofthe
Legislature (to exclude gays) when
they wrote the domestic violence
statute."

Denies

Man

Owens, who later received a re—
straining order under a less restric—
tive law governing non—relatives,
said Gilner‘s decision"was pretty
devastating to me."
Matt Coles, director of the
American Civil Liberties Union‘s
Lesbian and Gay Rights Project,
says judges shouldn‘t write their
own definitions of a family.
"This is at best crazy and at
worst the most outrageous form of
bigotry," said Coles, whose office
is considering taking up Owens‘
case.
Directory assistance does not
list a Jose Mendez in Bradenton
and he could not be reached for
comment.
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‘s Cornbread : Homemade Bread « ooo

Food Fit For A Queen
Delicious Desserts » Hot, Hearty Breakfasts » Great Food Made To Order
Drive your carriage to Buns onthe Run.
You‘ll get the royal treatment.

Buns on the Run
2150 Elzey Avenue
Memphis, TN 38104
(901) 278—2867
(278—BUNS)
Open Monday 7am — 3pm
Tuesday through Friday 7am — 6pm
Saturday 7am — 2pm
Closed Sunday

Geilfed Chicken Breust Sandwich « C
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FAIRMONT, West Virginia
(AP) — Two 17—year—olds accused
— of running over a gay black man
they allegedly had beaten will ‘be
tried as an adult, a judge has ruled.
In the order Aug. 2 transferring
David Allen Parker to adult court,
Circuit Judge Rodney Merrifield
detailed evidence from a 15—year—
old witness, Jason Shoemaker, at a
closed hearing a week before.
According to Shoemaker,
Parker ran over Arthur "JR." War—
ren four times with a car on July 4
to disguise the beating that Parker
and another boy had inflicted at a
house in Grant Town, the judge
wrote.
Parker and Jared Wilson, 17,
allegedly kicked Warren repeatedly
while wearing steel—toed boots,
then pulled him into the back of a
Camaro. They drove to a gravel
pullout along a two—lane road with
another teen, then ran over Warren,
killing him, the judge wrote.
"There clearly is sufficient evi—
dence for a prudent person to be—
lieve that (Parker) killed Mr.
Warren maliciously, willfully, de—
liberately and with premeditation,"
Merrifield wrote.

Death of Gay Man to be Tried As Adult
s
said.
f
boys because they are juveniles,
Police said Parker and Wilson
Whiteman called Shoemaker an
family members have confirmed
both confessed to beating Warren.
"incredible" witness. She also ar—
their identities.
gued in the petition that prosecu—
tors cannot prove the premeditation
a first—degree murder charge re—
quires.
"The testimony from the eye—
witness established that (Wilson)
"was just as scared of David Parker
_as the eyewitness was, and was
merely doing what David Parker >
told him to do," she wrote.
At worst, Wilson delivered "a
battery of either two or four token
kicks, if they actually contacted the
victim," Whiteman said.
Parker initiated the beating and
was the main aggressor, and both
boys feared he "would kill them as
well," she said.
Shoemaker testified that when
the beating began, Wilson went
into another room to put on his
steel—toed boots and help Parker
kick the victim.
:
Shoemakerhas been charged as
a juvenile with being an accessory
after the fact for allegedly helping
the older boys dispose of evidence.
Conviction
misdemeanor
offense could mean up to a year in
jail.
Whiteman‘s petition also faults
Circuit Judge Rodney Merrifield
for making his transfer order pub—
lic before her appeal was decided
by the Supreme Court. Information
about the case should continue to
be kept secret until all possible ap— _
peals are exhausted, she argued.
Parker, of Grant Town, and
Jared Wilson, 17, of Fairview, were
arrested the day Warren‘s body was
found. Although authorities have
consistently declined to identify the

+— Omeleites— Pancakes + Blintzes + Homer nade Biscuits and Gravy
* French Foust ®

By Vicki Smith
Associated Press Writer

in Beating

serman Chocolate Cithe + Lemon

Teens Accused
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National
Scout

Day of

Boy

Protests

Demonstrations protesting
the Boy Scouts of America‘s
(BSA) policy of excluding
gays and atheists were held in
36 cities in 21 states on Aug.
j
24.
Organized by non—gay
Eagle Scout Steven Cozza, 15,
and his nearly four—year—old
Scouting for Al}organization;
the coordinated protest ac—
tions were intended to let gay
youth know that activists will
no longer tolerate their having
to live in fear, as well as to
urge BSA to become inclusive
— and to urge its funders to
withhold contributions until it
does.
The states where protests
were held included Alabama,
Alaska, Arizona, California,
Connecticut, Idaho, Indiana,
Louisiana, Minnesota, Missis—
sippi, Nebraska, New Mexico,
New York, Ohio, Oklahoma,
Pennsylvania, Tennessee,
Texas and Washington, plus
Washington, DC.
Steven Cozza joined a to—
tal of about 60 people for the
Dallas demonstration and then
proceeded to BSA national
headquarters in Irving, Tex. to
present a petition calling for
a change in the national
policy; he‘s collected some
55,000 signatures over the
years. Accompanied by a

dozen supporters including
his father, a former assistant
scoutmaster (himself expelled
for speaking against the ban
on gays), Cozza had hoped to
win a meeting with the na—
tional leadership}. but. was

turned away by a security
guard.—A—secretarial worker
promised to pass "onthe peti—
tion to absent BSA leaders.
Back in Cozza‘s home area,
more than 30 people picketed
BSA San Francisco Bay area
headquarters in San Leandro
for two hours. They included
Cub Scout den mothers and
Congressmember
Lynn
Woolsey (D—CA), who has in—
troduced a bill to rescind
BSA‘s Congressional charter
and called on President Bill
Clinton to resign his honorary
presidency of BSA. Their
signs included "True Leaders
Teach Love and Tolerance"
and "Be Prepared for a World
of Diversity." .
In Albany, N.Y., more than
40 people picketed the office
of the Twin Rivers Council of
BSA, with signs including "A
Scout Respects and Defends
the Rights of All." Giving the
issue a face in Albany is gay
Scout—activist Christopher
Hayes, who was officially
ousted by BSA in a letter
dated Aug. 8. Almost a week

u!

Scott Cozza of Petaluma, Calif., protests in front the of the Circle Ten Counti
l ‘of the Boy Scouts ‘of Americ
a in
Dallas, Mondaymorning,Aug: 21, 2000: Some companies
that give to the BSA are in a quandryabout continuing
to give tothe organization while facing adisturbing contradiction:
employment policies that encour
age diversity,
tolerance and inclusion,; and
a recently reaffirmed decisio
n of the Boy Scouts‘ right
to ban gay troop members.
‘(AP Photo/Tim Sharp)
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Md.
"Stop

‘Scout Protest Eagle caption Kent Doss, an Ea
and scouting officials Monday, Aug. 21, 2000, in Oklahoma City.
Doss said he was turning in his uniform and
badges to protest what he called the discriminatory policies of the
Boy Scouts concerning gays.
(AP Photo/Jerry Laizure)
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Gay Survivor
Continuedfrom page 1
Greg Quill, "What [Richard] has
done — with or without the pro—
ducers‘ acquiescence — to pave
the way for the depiction of cred—
ible homosexual men in the of—
ten hysterically homophobic
world of American television is
a triumph. ... Unlike his predeces—
sors on American TV, Hatch
never frets about his sexual ori—
entation.
Unlike
Ellen
DeGeneres, who outed herself
into cancellation, Hatch doesn‘t
hijack the show to score socio—
political points or to unfurl his
manifesto. ... Even if there‘s a
giggling, drag—queen version of
Richard Hatch on the cutting—
room floor, the one we‘re seeing
is a more credible, more complex
— and, if not more endearing,
_ then certainly stronger and more
uncompromising — gay man than
the types we‘ve seen on Ameri—
can TV ..." Quill also says that
"loyalty‘s not in Hatch‘s nature.
He‘ll snap your metaphorical
spine as soon as look at you ..."
Similarly, the Washington
—Post‘s Hank Stuever gleefully la—
bels Hatch an "Evil Queen," say—
ing, "That is why viewers are
drawn to him. His homosexual—
ity has been rendered nearly ir—
relevant.
on
that
tropical
microcosm of CBS‘s Survivor,
but in his twisted way Richard has
done more for gays than a thou—
sand "Wills," with their attendant
‘Graces,"‘ could ever do. He has
proven what the military and Boy
Scouts must on some level have
always dreaded, and it is this: The
power of one determined gay guy
— the archetypal Evil Queen —
could collapse a nation."
Stuever asks, "What were
Richard‘s daily catches of tropi—
cal fish if not a metaphor for the
full—on homosexual sit—down
brunch for eight?" He writes,
"The straight world is condi—
tioned to think of homosexuality
as a handicap, a weakness, a fey
stereotype. The gay rights move—

united front and yet somehow

**

wo PM

Memphis Area Gay Youth

amplifies the notion that gay men
and lesbians are marginal, lack—

Peer support and discussion group

ing in power. Ha! This is exactly
‘ where the Evil Queen strikes. ...
There is no doubt that the Evil
Queen is capable. Witness the

Call 335—MAGY

Barry Dillers, the David Geffens,
the J. Edgar Hoovers. ... In the

website:

hands of an Evil Queen no task is
insurmountable ... But there will

www.gaymemphis.com/magy/

Published as a public service of The Triangle Journal News.

be casualties." He concludes,
"Watch what you say around him
and know this above all: Until it
plays out differently, Evil Queens
are in control."

Playing the Game
Contestants lived on Pulau
Tiga, a small island near Borneo,
with limited but adequate sup—
plies.

Richard Hatch, the last one left
standing on the hit CBS show
Survivor, displays his winning style
in the latest "got milk?"adbysporting
the famous milk mustache.
Steve Solomon

Each week on TV —

equivalent to three days real time

What‘s Next for Hatch

SOWELL & COMPANY

won location — one contestant was
voted off the island. Various con—
tests :were held for the prize of:

R+ E + A + L + T + O + R A$

The contest actually .ended in
April, but Hatch said—on.the live

f

"immunity" from being voted off.‘: Survivor Reunion‘\show immedi—
~The "final four" were win—
ately following the final broadcast
nowed out in a two—hour special

"start an outdoor adventure pro—

incidence that the "final four" had

gram for troubled teens. It‘s a goal

veloped by Hatch to ensure the
In addition to his strategizing,

‘

endorsement contract with Reebok.

Hatch was distinguished by his

He‘s appeared in two "Got Milk?"
print ads, one with the rest of the

by his nudity, despite his less than

"Final Four" on Aug. 23 and one

classic physique (to late—night

solo on Aug

host David Letterman, Hatch was

24. Considered a hot property

invariably "the naked fat guy," al—

as a pitchman, Hatch was the most

though Hatch lost 34 pounds

sought—after Survivor participant

while living on the island and 100

— and they are all very much

Before the voting, Hatch and

sought after — even before his vic—
tory. He‘ll be hosting a local radio

Wiglesworth were allowed to

talk show next week in Providence,

make little campaign speeches,

R.., near his home. Hatch‘s visibil—

while the seven failed contestants

ity has reportedly brought him a

were allowed to comment or

number of romantic proposals from

question. To cheers from much of

both men and women.

the viewing audience, third—run—

There‘s another "survival epic"

ner—up Susan Hawk told Hatch,

in Hatch‘s immediate future, as he

"You‘re a very openly arrogant

defends himself against charges

However,

she

was

Broker

[@
MLS

Office (901) 278—4380

Hatch also won a Pontiac Aztec
sports utility vehicle and a one—year

ability to spear rays for food and

pounds before he went there).

_

£754!Residence (901) 363—1060
k—____t¥" 2154 S. Cooper e Memphis, TN 38104
e—mail: STEVENC1@AOL.COM

been members of an alliance de— — I‘ ve had for a long time."
removal of strong competitors.

STEVE soLOMoON
y

that he plans to use the money to

broadcast Aug..) 23. It was no co—

and pompous human being."

, “gr Taur a i

M.A.G.Y.

ment tries to present a warm,

MEMPHIS‘ FINEST AND MOST COMPLETE
4
ADULT ENTERTAINMENT CENTERS
VIDEO RENTALS AND SALES, PREVIEW BOOTHS AND MIN—THEATRES
(Brooks Road Only)
Fantasy Warehouse #1 (North)
791 N. White Station Rd.
(Open 24 hours)
683—9649
— Executive South (East)
1847 E. Brooks Rd.
1
345—0825
Fantasy Warehouse #4 (North)
2532 N. Watkins
358—8642
D

NOW RENTING DVDs

that he physically abused his

even

adopted son, and pursues his law—

harsher on Wiglesworth, saying,

suit against the state for false im—

"If you were lying there dying of

prisonment and defamation in the

thirst, I would not get you a drink

case.

QED and checks accepted at #1 and Fantasy Warehouse # 4 only

OPEN 7 DAYS

of water," and concluded, "This
island is full of two things: snakes

Sheridan

CBS and Survivor

Lambe,

Lcsw

and rats. We have Richard, the

Richard Hatch (L) a 39—year—old
corporate trainer from Newport,
Rhode Island, is the winner on the
hit CBS television show Survivor
which aired it‘s final episode on Aug.
23. Also shown with Hatch arriving
at a party at CBS Television City in
Los Angeles is finalist in the TV
series Rudy Boesch, a retired Navy
SEAL from Virginia Beach, Va.

snake, and Kelly, who turned into

CBS is estimated to have pulled

the rat. I think we owe it to the

in $50 million in ad revenue for the

island‘s spirits to let it be the

finale alone — likely more than

way Mother Nature intended it

three times what it paid for the en—

to be, to let the snake eat the rat."

tire 13—week series. Survivor has

As the votes were tallied,

also singlehandedly lowered the

Hatch said he couldn‘t breathe.

average age of its famously older

But

viewing audience by six years, to

when

the

result

was

announced, he said, "Wow, I‘ ve

make it significantly more attrac—

won. It‘s an amazing place to be.

tive to advertisers. The network

A million dollars

is a heck

plans to rerun Survivor against

of an opportunity I hope not to

NBC‘ s Olympics coverage in Sep—
tember.

waste. I‘m not exactly certain
what I‘m going to do with the

The second round of Survivor,

million dollars. I hope to remain

set in the Australian outback, will

who I am. It‘s a wonderful feel—
ing."

the Superbowl in January.

Specializing

in

¥

Relationship

¥

Grief Counseling

¥

Depression/Anxiety Counseling

6263

Poplar

Counseling

Ave

¥

:

Suite

605

901—761—9178

begin airing immediately following
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King Of Ceremonies

By John PyePress Writer
Associated
SYDNEY,
Australia
(AP) —
The
Olympics‘
closing
ceremony
is going
to be a drag.
Drag
queens
will‘befinalepartregard—
of the
Sydney
2000
games‘
less of what "right—wing reaction—

Invites

Some
participants
would
beincluding
dressedofthe
in
original
costumes,
a frill—necked
lizard
out—
fittwofrom
the
film,
which
features
drag queens
andbusa transsexual
driving
a
pink
through
Australia‘s
Outback.
.
A report
in the Sydney
Herald
newspaper
sparkedMorning
heated

aries"Birchthink,saidceremonies
director
Ric
Aug.
23.
The
men wigs
dressedandupmakeup,
in outland—
ishbe "part
dresses,
will
of
one
tiny
section"
ofthe
closing
ceremony,
a tribute
to Aus—
tralian
films
including
the
1994cult
hitQueenTheofthe
Adventures
Priscilla,
Desert, heof said.

Drag Queens to Olympic

Betby‘s

SydneyOlympicorganisershaveannouncedthatdragqueens
willappear
intheclosingceremonyoftheGamesasacelebrationoftheAustraliangay
iconfilmTheAdventuresofPriscilla,
Queen ofthe
Desert. /n whathasbeen
hailedasamajorbreakthroughforgayrights,
i
t
willbethefirstopendisplay
ofhomesexualityat an Olympic ceremony.
Filephoto

2027 Madison ® 274—5333
11—6 Mon. — Sal.

debate on radio shows. One caller
said he would trade his closing cer—
emony ticket after hearing the
news.
Birch directed the opening cer—
emony at the 1992 Barcelona
Olympics and was involved in the
opener at Atlanta four years ago.
He said he was annoyed that con—
stant leaks were wrecking what
should be a surprise for the public.
"I‘m really disappointed at the
way the media is gleefully trying
to expose the secrets that we call
surprises," Birch told Australian
Broadcasting Corp. radio.
Photographs of the Olympic
cauldron being lit in rehearsals,
which are usually kept under
wraps, have been printed. Specu—
lation on who will ignite the caul—
dron has intensified.
Birch said the inclusion of drag
queens also reflected one of
Sydney‘s most colorful events, the

W.WMW COS
"Ihere the Queens Shop for

* Exotic Dancewear
* Lingerie (Sizes to 4X)
* Retro Fashions
* Formal Wear
* Men‘s Clubbin‘ Apparel
* Retro Foot Apparel/Go—Go Boots
* Glamour Eyelashes
* Thigh High Boots
* Neon Color Wigs

,
* Platform Heels (Sizes to 15W)
* Dr. Marten‘s
* 6" Stiletto Heels

SO% OFF

ids“ 1.10!“
an
ovelties
now at

g

F
4

Free Gift with
Toy Purchase

New Hours

selected Shoes
D ai Iv
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Gay and Lesbian Mardi Gras, a gay
pride march and street carnival that
attracts hundreds of thousands of
spectators each year.
"That‘s part, of Sydney life
whether (critics) like it or not."
Birch said. "For the right—wing re—
actionaries or whatever part of a
community is outraged about it —
well, they‘re always going to be
outraged."
Olympics Minister Michael
Knight said all the plans for the
ceremonies had been approved by
the organizing committee‘s board.
"The closing ceremony runs for .
several hours and has a very dif— f
ferent feel to opening ceremony —
it‘s a party," he said. "The athletes
are going to be on the field from
the word go as part of this giant
party celebration. The whole feel
will be one ofgreat celebration and
fun."
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__" Want To Be A Star"
\

# sept. oth @7:00 PM
I— Theatre Works

~§&~

—} 2085 Monroe Ave
—A $5 Donation to Lambda Ctr
g_.H

<
EP—‘E
”1

TE

This will be an event to remember.

i—4

g—§ Come join in the fun and see talent
{—# like you‘ve never seen before!! Tell all
your friends about this fabulous talent

t—£
A—f
[—f

show.

3

8
—

Mon.—Thurs. — Noon—7 p.m.
Fri. & Sat. — Noon—8:30 p.m.

Celebratlons
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'he Triangle Journal Calendar of Events
_‘"LindaMcCartney‘s
Fri., Sept.Sixties:
1
Portrait ofBrooks
an Era"Museum
—
Memphis
of"Fifty—One
Art — 544—6200
* sponsored
Percent"
by
NOW
—
WEVL
FM
90
—
1pm
* invitation
Catholic Massto gays
withandspecial
lesbians — St.— 7pmPatrick‘s
Cathedral
* Woolf?"
"Who‘s Afraid
of Virginia
—
Emerald
The—
atre
Company
(TheatreWorks)
— 722—
9302
—
8pm
* Pizza
Carol Company
Plunk — Movie
and
—
8pm
*"Dreamgirls"
— Playhouse— 8pmon the
Square
—
726—4656
"AllLearned
I Reallyin Kindergarten"
Need to Know —I
Circuit— Playhouse
4656
8pm — 726—
Sat.,
Sept.Sixties:
2
‘"Linda
McCartney‘s
Portrait
ofBrooks
an Era"Museum
—
Memphis
of Art Evans
— 544—6200
* Browning
Irving
& WednyJazz
—
Amnesia
— spm3am
* Bar
"Who‘s
Afraid
of Virginia
Woolf?"
—
Emerald
The—
atre
Company
(TheatreWorks)
— 722
9302
—
Spm
* Carol Plunk — Borders — 8pm

SEPTEMBER
— Playhouse— 8pmon the
Square
—
726—4656
*"AllLearned
I Reallyin Kindergarten"
Need to Know —I
Circuit— Playhouse
4656
8pm — 726—
Sun.,
Sept.Church
3—
*FirstServices
Congregational
— Jam—&Service
10:30am—
* Holy
Trinity
11am
* Church
Living Word
Christian
—
Services
— 10am
8
6pm
* vices
Safe Harbor
MCC
— Ser—
—
11am
&
7pm
*"Linda
McCartney‘s
Sixties:
Portrait
of
an
Era"
—
. ofMemphis
Brooks
Museum
Art —Afraid
544—6200
* Woolf?"
"Who‘s
of Virginia
—
Emerald
The—
atre
Company
(TheatreWorks)
— 722—
9302
—
2pm
*"Dreamgirls"
Playhouse —on
the Square —— 726—4656

* Lesbians with Breast
Cancer — YWCA (766
South Highland) — 7pm

ddi{Gb6
1474

MADISON

| 9o1—278—4313

OPEN 3—3
COME

"HANG OUt
WITH THE
Guys

2rm
*" All T Really Need to Know I
Learned in Kindergarten" —
Circuit Playhouse — 726—
4656 —2pm
* Carol Plunk — Huey‘s
Midtown — 4pm
* Brothers and Sisters
Bowling — Cordova Lanes
(7945 Club Center Cove) —
5:45pm
* MGLCC Town Hall Meeting
— CANCELLED

2117 Peabody

901—278—067 3

901—278— MOREL

*Labor Day Festival — Beale
Street
°Lau%h You Azz Off II — Mud
Island Amphitheatre — 525—1515
* Carol Plunk — One More
— 8pm
* Mr. Tennessee At Large —
Connection Complex
(Nashville) — 10pm
Mon., Sept. 4
LABOR DAY
* Lambda Group (Jackson,
TN) — Davis—Kidd Confer—
ence Room — 6pm
* Diane Price — Amnesia Jazz
Bar, 5pm—1am
Tues., Sept. 5
‘"Linda McCartney‘s Sixties:
Portrait of an Era" —
Memphis Brooks Museum
of Art — 544—6200
* Irving Evans Jazz Jam
Session — Amnesia Jazz Bar
— §pm—1am

Wed., Sept. 6
*"Linda McCartney‘s Sixties:
Portrait of an Era" —
Memphis Brooks Museum
of Art — 544—6200
*Taizé — First Congregational
Church — 278—6786 — 6pm
* Teresa Pate — Amnesia Jazz
Bar — 5pm—1am
* Holy Trinity — Dinner and
a Movie — 6pm
* Living Word Christian
Church — Service — 7pm
* HIV / AIDS Support
Group (Jonesboro) — 7pm
* Gay and Lesbian Book
Discussion Group —
BookStar (Poplar Plaza) —
3239332 — 8pm
* Carol Plunk — Flying
Saucer — 8pm

Thurs., Sept. 7
*"Linda McCartney‘s Sixties:
Portrait of an Era" — _
Memphis Brooks Museum
of Art — 544—6200
* Debbie Kines — Amnesia
Jazz Bar — spm—3@am
«Sunset Serenade (The
Dealers) — Peabody Hote!
Rooftop — 5:30pm
* Cotton Pickin‘ Squares —
Prescott Memorial Baptist
Church — 7pm
* PFLAG — 761—1444 — J[pm

* Carol Plunk — Elk‘s Lodge
(Jackson, TN) — 7pm
*"Dreamgirls" — Playhouse on the
Square — 726—4656 — 8pm
Fri., Sept.8
‘"Linda McCartney‘s Sixties:
Portrait of an Era" —
Memphis Brooks Museum
of Art — 544—6200
* "Fifty—One Percent"
sponsored by NOW —
WEVL FM 90 — 1pm
* Carol Plunk — Barley‘s
(Jackson, TN) — 8pm
*"Dreamgirls" — Playhouse on the
Square — 726—4656 — 8pm
+" All I Really Need to Know I
Learned in Kindergarten" —
Circuit Playhouse — 726—
4656 — 8pm
Sat., Sept. 9
+"Linda McCartney‘s Sixties:
Portrait of an Era" —
Memphis Brooks Museum
of Art — 544—6200
* Carol Plunk — Chequer‘s
(Dyersburg) — 10:30am
* Irving Evans & Wendy
Browning — Amnesia Jazz
Bar — 5pm—3@am
* "A Place at the Table"
Auction and Pre—Party —
Banana Republic (Oak
Court Mail) — Jpm
+Zoo Rendezvous — Memphis
Zoo —
WILD — 7pm
* BWMT — Boyz Night Out —
"Dreamgirls" — Playhouse
on the Square — 8pm

are
Tm
~ 852 S. Cooper

|elirdade
f!

Memphis, TN 38104

F Nan Lemons 2722853

Pat Crawford
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pommes.

4430

Summer Ave.

Moan National and Hndmhnd

zs

yoru.

E

Opening Wide the
Doors for Over
|en Years

901/320—9376

HTCC®aoLcom

Sunday: 1 1:00 a.m.

holgtrin itymc'mphis‘org

Wed: 6:00 p.m.

Hols, Trinity Community Church
"Dreamgirls" — Playhouse on the
Square — 726—4656 — 8pm
*" All I Really Need to Know I
Learned in Kindergarten" —
Circuit Playhouse — 726—
4656 — 8pm
‘Dave Moore with Dan Larsen &
Glen Malco — Otherlands —
276—1010 — 8pm
* Memphis Bears Club Night
— Pipeline — 10pm
Sun., Sept. 10
* First Congregational Church
= Services — gam & 10:30am
* Holy Trinity — Service —
11am
* Living Word Christian
Church — Services — 10am
& 6pm
* Safe Harbor MCC — Ser—
vices — 11am & 7pm
‘"Linda McCartney‘s Sixties:
Portrait of an Era" —
Memphis Brooks Museum
of Art — 544—6200
*"Dreamgirls" — Playhouse on the
Square — 726—4656 — 2pm
*"All I Really Need to Know I
Learned in Kindergarten" —
Circuit Playhouse — 726 —
4656 — 2pm
* Carol Plunk — Huey‘s
Cordova — 4pm
* BWMT — Business Meet—
ing with Potluck Din—
ner — Joe‘s House — 276—
4762 — 5pm
* Brothers and Sisters
Bowling — Cordova
Lanes (7945 Club Cen—
ter Cove) — 5:45pm —
* WAC Meeting — Call for
information (272—3638)
— "pm
* Carol Plunk — One More
— 8pm

278—6786 — 6:30pm
* Irving Evans Jazz Jam
Session — Amnesia Jazz Bar
— 5pmrelam
* Lesbians with Breast
Cancer — YWCA (766
South Highland) — 7pm
Wed., Sept. 13
* Teresa Pate — Amnesia Jazz
Bar — 5pm—1am
*Taizé — First Congregational
Church — 278—6786 — 6pm
* Holy Trinity — Dinner and
a Movie — 6pm
* Living Word Christian
Church — Service — 7pm
* MGLCC sponsored "A
Place at the Table"
Potluck Dinner —
Memphian Room (Play—
house on the Square) —
324—1018 — 7:30pm
* Carol Plunk — Flying
Saucer — 8pm

Church — 458—1652 —
7:30pm
Broadway & Beyond: The
incomparable Forties —
Buckman Performing & Fine
Arts Center — 683—6774 —
7:30pm
* Carol Plunk — Mug‘z
Coffeehouse (McKenzie)
— 8pm
"Dreamgirls" — Playhouse on the
Square — 726—4656 — 8pm
‘The Lucy Opry presents
Larry Sparks & the Lone—
some Ramblers — Bartlett
Performing Arts and
Conference Center — 385—
6440 — 8pm
+Classic Jazz Festival — Mid—
South Coliseum — 274—
3982 or 525—1515 — 8pm

Sat., Sept. 16
+Cooper—Young Festival
~ * BWMT — Safer Sex 2000
presented by Brother‘s
United — 645 South Main
Thurs., Sept.14
Street — 11am
* Debbie Kines — Amnesia
* Irving Evans & Wendy
Jazz Bar — spm—3@am
Browning — Amnesia Jazz
«Sunset Serenade (Southern
Bar — 5pm—3am
Lights) — Peabody Hotel
«Clash at the Classic Football
Rooftop — 5:30pm
(Jackson State vs. Tennes—
* Cotton Pickin‘ Squares
see State) — Liberty Bow!
Annual Membership Drive
Memorial Stadium — 525—
— Prescott Memorial .
1515 — 6pm
Baptist Church — 7pm
* Mirror Image (previously
* NOW Meeting — YWCA
Memphis TransGender
(766 South Highland) —
Alliance) — Holy Trinity —
7pm
memphisgroup@usa.com —
"Dreamgirls" — Playhouse on the
7pm °
Square — 726—4656 — 8pm
* A Place at the Table —
»Classic R & B Concert — Mid—
Memphis Botanical Gar—
South Coliseum — 274—
dens — 9:30pm
3982 or 525—1515 — 8pm
"Dreamgirls" — Playhouse on the
Square — 726—4656 — 8pm
Fri., Sept. 15
*California Guitar Trio —
Bartlett Performing Arts
* "Fifty—One Percent"
and
Conference Center—
sponsored
by
NOW
—
Mon., Sept. 11
385—6440 — 8pm
WEVL FM 90 — 1pm
* Diane Price — Amnesia Jazz
* Carol Plunk — Cinnamon
Cowboy Mouth — New Daisy
Bar, 5pm—1am
Sticks (Jackson, TN) —
Theatre — 525—8979 or
8:30pm .
525—1515 — 7pm
Tues., Sept. 12
* Tsarus Club Night —
—*Lindenwood Concerts
Pipeline — 10pm
* Lambda Circle — First
presents Helix Hell —
Congregational Church ——

Lindenwood Christian

E PIPELINE

HRS: MON — SUN 2:00 P.M. — 3:00 A.M.
1382 Poplar
Memphis, TN 38104
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Sun., Sept. 17
* First Congregational
Church — Services — 9am
& 10:30am
* Holy Trinity — Service —
11am
* Living Word Christian
Church — Services — 10am
8 6pm
* Safe Harbor MCC — Ser—
vices — 11am & 7pm
"Dreamgirls" — Playhouse on the
Square — 726—4656 — 2pm

Tz

The Triangle Journ.
Broadway
& Beyond:
The— * HIV
/ AIDS
Support— 7pm
Group
(Jonesboro)
incomparable
Forties
BuckmanCenterPerforming
& Fine— * Saucer
Carol Plunk
— Flying
Arts
—
683—6774
—
8pm
* —3pm
Carol
Plunk— One More Thurs., Sept. 21
5pm
+Mid—South
Fair — —
* (Movie
BWMT —andElection
Night
www.midsouthfair.com
Potluckyour 274—3247
Dinner)
—
Bring
* Jazz
DebbieBarKines
— Amnesia
dues
—
Vince‘s
House
—
—
5pm—3@am
523—8555
5pmSisters Sunset Serenade (The
* Bowling
Brothers——andCordova
Buonis) ——Peabody
Hote!
Rooftop
5:30pm
Lanes
(7945— 5:45pm
Club Cen— * Cotton Pickin‘ Squares —
ter
Cove)
Memorial
Baptist
* information
WAC Meeting(272—3638)
— Call for Prescott
Church
—
7pm
at& Dancing)
Café Brooks—
—* Carol
7pm Plunk — Neil‘s — Cabaret
(Dinner
Memphis
Brooks Museum
9pm
of
Art
—
544—6219—
7pm|
"Dreamgirls"
—
Playhouse
on the
Mon.,
Sept.
18
Square
—
726—4656
—
8pm
"Stop Kiss"
(Preview
* Dinner
Last daywith
to RSVP
forShepard
the * Night)
—
Circuit
Playhouse
Judy
—byCallthe 320—9376
(sponsored
—
726—4656
—
8pm
CGLRA)— Amnesia Jazz
* Bar,
Dianes5pm—1am
Price
Fri.,
Sept.
22
* John‘s
Feast forMethodist
Friends — St. +Mid—Southi Fair — i —
274—3247
Church — 6:30pm
* sponsored
"Fifty—One byPercent"
NOW
—
Tues.,
Sept.
19
WEVL
FM
90
—
1pm
— Playhouse— 8pmon the
* —AIDS
Consortium
Meeting— *"Dreamgirls"
United
Way
Building
Square
—
726—4656
* Night)
"Stop Kiss"
(Opening
Avenue)
— 3pm
—
Circuit
Playhouse
* &(Union
Integrity
Worship,
Dinner
Program
(Rev.
Joe
—
726—4656
—
8pm
— Calvary
Episco—
palPorter)
Church
—
6:30,
7:00 & Sat., Sept. 23
7:30pm
+Mid—South
Fair — —
* Session
Irving Evans
Jazz
Jam
www.midsouthfair.com
Amnesia Jazz Bar 274—3247
—* Lesbians
5pm—1am— with
* Browning
Irving Evans— Amnesia
& WendyJazz
Breast
Cancer
— YWCA (766
Bar — 5pm—3@am— Playhouseon
South Highland)
— 7pm *"Dreamgirls"
the
Square — 726—4656 —
Wed.,
Sept.
20
8pm
"Stop Kiss"— —726—4656
Circuit —
* Bar
Teresa— 5pm—1am
Pate — Amnesia Jazz * Playhouse
*Taizé
— First
Congregational
8pm
*
Carol Plunk
— (Jackson,
The
Church
—
278—6786
—
6pm
Office
Lounge
* —aHolyMovieTrinity
—
Dinner
and
— 6pmChristian TN) — 9pm
* Church
Living Word
— Service — 7pm
rz

T/;

gee. wert 3

Sun., Sept. 24

I

Calendar

+Mid—South Fair —
i
i
—
274—3247
* First Congregational
Church — Services —
gam & 10:30am
* Holy Trinity — Service —
11am
* Living Word Christian
Church — Services —
10am & 6pm
* Safe Harbor MCC — Ser—
vices — 11am & 7pm
"Dreamgirls" — Playhouse on the
Square — 726—4656 — 2pm
* "Stop Kiss" — Circuit
Playhouse — 726—4656 —
2pm
* Brothers and Sisters
Bowling — Cordova

Events

of

Bill Johns

Larry Timmerman
Antique

Mall

2563 Summer Avenue
Memphis, TN 38112
(901)323—0600
AUNTIQMEM@AOL.COM
Members of American Cut Glass Association
We Buy and Sell Estates
Lanes (7945 Club Cen—

Front Street
9

Aloysms

Clubs and Restaurants
1. Amnesia

w

(“Ewan-lea j
ircuit Playhouse
Dabbles
French Quarter Inn

and Street

Friend‘s for Life
-Sy;l)5)ﬂlrs‘ i
oly Trinity Church
Inz & Outz

3rd Street

Mon., Sept.25
Thurs., Sept. 28

+Mid—South Fair —

+Mid—South Fair —

www.midsouthfair.com —
274—3247
* Dinner with Judy Shepard

4th Street

Lambda Center
Lavender Earth
Paris Theatre
Playhouse on the Square
Safe Harbor MCC*
Star Search Video

Chaos

* Diane Price — Amnesia Jazz

4.
5.
6.
7.

Crossroads
501 Club
J—Wag‘s
Lilly‘s DimSum ThenSome

* LGCJ — Not meeting

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Danny Thomas §
T

Fri., Sept. 29

with Mrs. Shepard

ROSH HASHANAH

with Mrs. Shepard

(begins at sundown)

* Judy Shepard Symposium
(sponsored by CGLRA) — Calvary
Episcopal Church — 7:30pm

274—3247

Tues., Sept. 26
+Mid—South Fair —
i
i

uunjny

* "Stop Kiss" — Circuit

Session — Amnesia Jazz Bar
—
* Integrity Board Meeting —
Calvary Episcopal Church
— 6:30pm
* Lesbians with Breast

Playhouse — 726—4656 —
8pm

Sat., Sept. 30
+Mid—South Fair —
i
i

Cancer — YWCA (766
South Highland) — 7pm

Watkins

* Debbie Kines — Amnesia
Jazz Bar — spm—3@am

* Irving Evans Jazz Jam

Cleveland St.

sponsored by NOW —
WEVL FM 90 — 1pm

—

274—3247

weg UOJ3AQ

+Mid—South Fair —
www.midsouthfair.com —
* "Fifty—One Percent"

Interstate 2

N. Claybrook

* "Stop Kiss" (Pay What
house — 726—4656 — 8pm

* BWMT — Having dinner

* Gay Supportive
?

@

Prescott Mem. Baptist

tonight, having dinner

Metroi/Iemphis
N—cognito
One More
P & H Cafe*
Pipeline
The Jungle
The Kutt Nightclub

Bellevue

* Cotton Pickin‘ Squares —

You Can) — Circuit Play—

Bar, spm—1am

Lorenz
Madison Flame
Mélange

* Safe Harbor is meeting at the
Memphis Lambda Center

www.midsouthfair.com —
274—3247

Church — 7pm

— 5:30pm

3.

8.
9.
10.
(1.

_.

Church — Service — 7pm

Calvary Episcopal Church

2. Backstreet

M

a Movie — 6pm

* Living Word Christian

ter Cove) — 5:45pm

(sponsored by CGLRA)—

oan
,
usinesses anc
Other Points of Interest

ged e 0

—

274—3247
* Car Wash (co—sponsored
by MGLCC, Pride & LGCJ)

any seidog

®
&
g.
N.Wilttett

3

RKempeq yyoy

Wed., Sept. 27

N. Avalon

+Mid—South Fair —
i
i
274—3247

—
§

* Teresa Pate — Amnesia Jazz
Bar — 5pm—1am
Paige) — Peabody Hotel °
Rooftop — 5:30pm
‘Taizé — First Congregational
Church — 278—6786 — 6pm

O
s
a
&
Z
®

<
2
3
~
:l00
p

®

e

* Holy Trinity — Dinner and

Tucker
§
3a
3
>
®

Browning — Amnesia Jazz
Bar — 5pm—3am
Playhouse — 726—46§56 —
8pm
«Memphis Dance Group —
Bartlett Performing Arts
and Conference Center —
385—6440 — 8pm

Morrison St.

@
r

Union

Memphis Gay

a
a
©

z
a,
Fd
3
>
®

CooperfSt,
g
A
®
East Parkway

& Lesbian

2
m
3

(CD
OVerpaSs

Not to Scale

324—4297

3

A 24—hour Information Service
of the Memphis Gay &

UH
AIT

Not All Streets Shown

LesbianCommunity Center

q+
OA
o

Marne St.

—

Switchboard

ms
<
®
Map

* Irving Evans & Wendy

* "Stop Kiss" — Circuit

«Sunset Serenade (Kevin |

McLean Blvd.

— Holy Trinity Parking
Lot — 10am

g

*%

/
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The Gay Memphis Resources Directory is
printed as a public service, and its listings
are free. Agencies and businesses listed
herein have requested to be listed, but have
not been charged. All phone numbers are
area code 901 unless otherwise noted.
(* Indicates TJN distribution points.)
ADULT BOOKSTORES
Airport Bookmart*: 2214 Brooks Rd E.
# 345—0657.
Cherokee Adult Book Store*: 2947 Lamar
# 744—7494,
«
Fantasy Warehouse I*: 791—793 North
White Station # 683—9649.
Getwell Book Mart: 1275 Getwell
# 454—7765.
Paris Adult Entertainment Center: 2432
Summer # 323—2665.
Tammy‘s # 2: 2220 East Brooks Rd
# 396—9050.
Tammy‘s # 3: 1617 Getwell
Rd
# 744—4513.
Tammy‘s # 4: 5937 Summer Ave.
.= 373—5760.
BARS / RESTAURANTS
Amnesia*: 2866 Poplar # 454—1366.
Backstreet*: 2018 Court Street
# 276—5522.
Bourbon Street Cafe: (In the French Quar—
ter Suites)*, 2144 Madison # 728—4000.
Buns on the Run: 2150 Elzey Ave. 38104
# 278—2867 (278—BUNS).
Chaos*: 60 South Front # 578—VIBE (8423).
Crossover*: 851 Island Road, Columbus,
MS # 601—327—0942.
Crossroads*: 1278 Jefferson #276—8078.
Crossroads II*: 111 N. Claybrook
# 274—8655.
J—Wags*: 1268 Madison # 725—1909.
Jake‘s Place: 356 N. Main # 527—2799.
Lilly‘s DimSum Thensome: 903 South
Cooper # 276—9300.
Lorenz*: 1528 Madison # 274—8272.
Madison Flame*: 1588 Madison
= 278—9839.
Mélange: 948 South Cooper # 276—0002.
Metro Memphis*: 1349 Autumn
# 274—8010.
N—cognito*: 338 South Front # 523—0599.
One More*: 2117 Peabody # 278—MORE
(6673).
Overstuffed Deli & Caterers: 3003 Air—
ways Blvd. #701 # 396—1969, 3727 South
Mendenhall # 362—2989, 7716 Poplar
Ave., Germantown # 757—1212.
P & H Cafe®*: 1532 Madigon Ave.
# 274—9794.
Pipeline*: 1382 Poplar # 726—5263.
Rumors*: 637 Hwy 145 South, Shannon,
MS # 601—767—9500.
The Jungle*: 1474 Madison # 278—4313.
The Kutt Nightclub*: 92 North Avalon
# 276—9122.
The Other Side*: 3883 Highway 45 North,
Jackson, TN # 1—901—668—3749.
CARDS & GIFTS
Inz & Outz*;: 553 South Cooper
# 728—6535.
GGS Gourmet: # 278—6218 or on the web
at GGSGourmet.com
CARPET CARE / CLEANING SERVICES
BJ‘s Cleaning Service: # 726—4211.
King‘s Kleaning Service: Home or Office
# 745—3300.
Lee‘s Carpet Care: Commercial or Resi—
dential, 24—hr. service, free estimates
# 327—6165.

COMMUNITY GROUPS
dult
ren of
Alcoholics
f
Memphis Lambda Center # 276—7379.
Al—Anon (Co—dependency): Memphis
Lambda Center # 276—7379.
Alliance: Leather/levi club * Box 42174,
Memphis 38174.
Aloysius Home, Inc.: (See Friends for Life).
American Gay Atheists (AGA) Memphis:
Box 41371, Memphis 38174—1371.
Aphrodite: 3430 Summer Ave, Memphis
38122.
BGALA (Students for Bisexual, Gay &
Lesbian Awareness): BGALA c/o Office
of Greek Affairs, ‘Box 100, U of M
38152, ‘email: bgala@cc.memphis.edu.
# 729—3915.
Black & White Men Together (BWMT):
Box 42157, Memphis 38174—2157
# 276—0168 or 276—4762.
Bluff City Sports Association: Box 41803,
Memphis 38174—1803 # 682—9928.
Brothers & Sisters Bowling League:
® 465—4371 — Richard Andrews.
Coalition for Gay & Lesbian Religious
Affairs: Box 11274, Memphis 38111—0274
# 324—8523, Len Piechowski.
Cotton Pickin‘ Squares: Gay/Lesbian
Square Dance Club « Meets Thurs.,
Prescott Memorial Baptist Church » 2298
Elzey, Memphis 38104 # 272—2116.
Crossroads: African American Gay men‘s
motivation/support/social group. Meets 1st
& 2nd Fridays. Conrad R. Pegues, 1902
Freemont Ave., Memphis 38114,
crpegues @ aol.com.
4F; Leather/Levi group » 3663 Appling Lake
Dr., Bartlett 38133.
Friends For Life—HIV Resources: HIV/
AIDS Service Organization * 1384 Madi—
son, Memphis 38104 = 272—0855 or
# 278—AIDS.
Holy Trinity Community Church*: Wor—
ship Service: Sun. 11 am & 7 pm; Bible
study: Wed. 7 pm; 3430 Summer
# 320—9376.
Integrity Memphis: Meets the 3rd Tues.,
Healing Service/Eucharist, 6pm; Dinner,
6:45pm, $4; Meeting 7:30pm » c/o Calvary
Episcopal Church, 102 N. 2nd
# 525—6602.
Into The Light (Women‘s AA): Memphis
Lambda Center # 276—7379.
Jackson Lambda Support Group: Mem—
phis Lambda Center # 901—427—1500 for
information.
Living Word Christian Church: Worship
Service Sun. 10 am & 6pm, Wed. 7 pm ®
340 N Garland # 276—0577.
Loving Arms (Services for HIV+ Women
& Their Children): Shelia Tankersley,
P.O. Box 3368, Memphis, TN 38173 #
725—6730.
Memphis Area Gay Youth (MAGY): PO
Box 241852, Memphis, TN 38124 # 335—
MAGY for info; website:www.geocities.
com. westhollywood/1772/.
Memphis Bears Club: PO Box 111094,
Memphis 38111—1094 = 276—4823,
e—mail: http//members.xoom.com/
memphisbears.
Memphis Center for Reproductive Health:
1462 Poplar Ave # 274—3550.
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community Cen—
ter (MGLCC): Box 41074, Memphis 38174
# 324—4297.
3
Memphis Lambda Center®*: Meeting place
for 12—step recovery programs * 1488
Madison = 276—7379, 726—6293,
527—1461, or 327—3676.
Memphis Lesbian & Gay Coalition for
Justice: Box 241363, Memphis 38124 e—
mail: Igcj@ gaymemphis.com, web page:
http://www.gaymemphis.com/lgcj.
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Community

Memphis Pride, Inc.: Gay, Lesbian, Bi—
sexual, & Transgendered Pride Events *
Box 111265, Memphis 38111 = 32—
PRIDE, e—mail: MphsPride @aol.com.
Memphis TransGender Alliance: TV/TS
support group ® c/o Barbara Jean Jasen,
Box 11052, Memphis, TN 38111—0052.
Mystic Krewe of Memphis United:
41 S. Century, Memphis, 38111.
National Organization for Women (NOW):
Box 40982, Memphis 38174 # 578—3286
or e—mail at memphisnow @ hotmail.com.
. New Beginnings (Adult Children of Alco—
holics): Memphis Lambda Center
# 276—7379 or 454—1414.
Parents, Families & Friends of Lesbians
& Gays (P—FLAG): Box 172031, Mem—
phis 38187—2031 # 761—1444.
Parents & Friends of Lesbians & Gays
(P—FLAG): Jackson, TN 38305
# 1—901—664—6614 for information, e—mail:
burtren@aeneas.com
Phoenix AA Memphis Lambda Center
® 454—1414,
Safe Harbor MCC: 1488 Madison Ave.,
Chapel # 458—0501.
Seriously Sober (AA): Memphis Lambda
Center = 276—7379 or 454—1414.
Southern Country Memphis: Country
Western Dance Club.
Southern Sisters: Support group for
transexual women. (male to female)
# 728—4297, 7:30—11 pm for referral.
Stonewall Mission Church: A Progres—
sive Christian Church » Sun. Service 6:30
p.m., meets at the Center, 103 Berry Rd.,
Nashville, TN 37204 # (615) 269—3480.
Sunshine Travelers: Meets every other
Tuesday at 7 pm at The Jungle,
# 788—4PLA (4752)
Tennessee Leather Tribe: Gay men‘s/
women‘s leather org. 1568 Rolling Hills
Dr., Memphis, TN 38127—5409
# 357—1921.
The Mid—Towners Bowling League:
# 323—3111 — Linda Etherton, 342—4630 —
James Bailey.
Tsarus: Leather—Levi club « Box 41082,
Memphis 38174—1082.
Univ. of Miss. Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual
Assoc.: GLBA, PO Box 3541, Univ., MS
38677 =
662—234—1258 email:
glba@olemiss.edu, website: http://
www.olemiss.edu/orgs/giba.
UT—Martin ALLIES: Campus and commu—
nity. Alternate Weds. 5 p.m. Info 131F
Humanities Bldg., Martin 38238,
neilg@utm.edu # 587—7301.
WAC (Woman‘s Action Coalition): PO
Box 1203, 3566 Walker, Memphis 38111
# 678—3339.
COMPUTER BULLETIN BOARDS
Bear Trappers BBS: Serving Nashville &
surrounding area # (615)360—2837.
COUNSELING SERVICES
Joel Chapman, PhD: 1835 Union Ave.,
Ste. 315 # 726—1284. ..
Kent D. Fisher, LPC, BCSAC: Group &
Individual Therapy # 458—7164.
Fully Alive! A center for personal enrich—
ment. Susan Taranto, MPS & Carol
Schlicksup, MA. Individual, couples & .
group therapy. # 323—2078 » Sliding fee
scale.
Gary Gardia, M.Ed., LCSW: Midtown loca—
tion; grief, loss; Lesbian,Gay &
transgender; individuals, couples
# 527—1098.
Anne S. Gillis, MS: Individual, couple &
family counseling, rebirthing # 761—3435.
Patricia Goshorn, M.Ed.: Licensed Psy—
chological Counselor e Simmons, Kelman
& Assoc., 3960 Knight Arnold Rd, Ste 316
® 369—6050.
Cliff Heegel, PhD: Licensed Psychologist ®
Centerpoint, 5180 Park Ave. Ste 150
# 767—1066.
&
Sheridan Lambe, LCSW: Individual &
Couple Counseling, # 761—9178.
Joseph Robert Pfeiffer, LCSW:
# 578—9107.
M. Todd Puckett, MS: Individual & group
therapy. .+ 5180 Park Ave, Ste. 125
® 869—0300 ext. 1 « Sliding fee scale
available.
Jim Shaw, MA, PhD, CMSW: # 327—4055.
J. Kent Usry, CMSW: Individual, couples,
bereavement & sexuality counseling.
# 578—9107.

Resources

DENTAL SERVICES
illiam N. Castle, D.D.S.: Dentist » 79
North Cooper # 685—5008. —
FINANCIAL SERVICES
Ronnie Bingham, CPA: Taxes, account—
ing, estate planning # 753—1413.
Donald Morgan Bookkeeping and Tax
Service: 3340 Poplar Ave.,Ste 305
# 458—0152.
Karen B. Shea: Financial Consultant, Smith
Barney Inc., 1661 International Dr., Ste.
200 # 818—4134, 800—227—4146, fax: 818—
4233.
i
FLORISTS
Botanica: 937 S, Cooper, # 274—5767, 1—
800—769—5767, fax: 274—5688.
Park East Florist: 6005 Park # 761—2980.
GRAPHICS/PHOTOGRAPHY
Graffiti Graphics: 1985 Madison #7
# 278—5002.
It‘s Done!: Typing, word processing/print—
ing service—resumés, thesis, manuscripts,
etc. # 795—4308.
J.W. HMustrations: Pen & Ink drawing of
homes # 386—8193.
Printers Ink: Box 11485,—0485 # 454—1411.
RK Photo: Black & white photography,
processing & printing services. Full color
post card advertising. Call # 452—2766 or
e—mail: btag69a@ prodigy.com.
See—S: Portraits & photography # 3273760.
HELP & INFORMATION LINES
(708)
AIDS Switchboard: # 278—AIDS.
Gay & Lesbian Helpline: = 1—888—340—
GLBT (Mon.—Fri., 5—10pm, Sat.—Sun., 4—
9pm).
Gay & Lesbian Hotline: # 1—800—285—7431
(24 hr. help & information for Lesbians,
Gays, transvestites & transexuals).
Gay & Lesbian Youth Hotline: = 1—800—
347—TEEN (Thu.—Sun., 7pm—11:45pm.).
Gay & Lesbian Switchboard: # 324—GAYS
* 24—hrs.
Human Rights Campaign: = 327—2677,
jmaynard2 @ earthlink.net
LINC: # 725—8895.
Narcotics Anonymous: # 276—LIVE.
Peer Listening: Youth—staffed GLBT youth
hotline (Mon.—Fri., 3—9pm) # 1—800—399—
PEER.
Rape Crisis:; # 528—2161.
Suicide & Crisis Intervention:
# 274—7477.
Transvestite—Transexual National
glotl)he: # (617) 899—2212 (8—2am, Mon.—
at.).
LEGAL SERVICES
Wayne C. Gulledge, Attorney at Law:
4673 Highway 51, N., Senatobia, Miss.
38668 # (662) 562—0030 phone & fax.
David Hooper, Attorney at Law: 1870
Union Ave # 274—6824.
Deborah K. Brooks, Attorney at Law: 200
Jefferson Ave. = 529—8888.
Susan Mackenzie,Attorney at Law: 1545
Union Ave. # 278—1004.
Robert Ross, Attorney at Law: 100 N.
Main, Ste 3310 # 525—0417.
Jocelyn D. Wurzburg, Attorney at Law:
5118 Park , Ste 232, # 684—1332.
Jason O. Young, Jr., Attorney at Law:
147 Jefferson, Ste 806, # 728—4000.
LODGING
BC
(Affordable Basic Comfort) Retreat:
Nightly/weekly rates on smoking and non—
smoking rooms # 377—7701.
French Quarter Suites*: 2144 Madison
# 523—8912.
The King‘s Cottage: Newly renovated, 87—
89 Clark Place, Midtown Memphis
® 722—8686, www.thekingscottage.com.
MASSAGE SERVICES
ABC A Bodywise Company Retreat; Re—
laxing therapeutic, full—body massage/
sports massage. Biorhythm charting. By
appointment. # 377—7701.
Massage by Jim: # Pager 541:0579.
Massage by Michael: # 278—5475.
Tom Pitman: Rejuvenating full—body mas—
sage by appointment. # 761—7977.

MEDIA
Family & Friends: Free monthly magazine
* Box 771948, Memphis 38177—1948,
# 682—2669, Fax: 685—2234, email:
FamilyMag@aol.com, http:/members. .
aol.com/familymag/homepage.htm!.
Recovery Times: Free monthly newspa—
per focusing on addictions & recovery.
Distributed in Memphis, Jackson, & Nash—
ville TN # (901) 377—7963.
Triangle Journal News: Free monthly
newspaper published by Printers Ink *
Box 11485, Memphis, 38111—0485
# 454—1411, Fax: 454—1411 *51, email:
memphisTJN@aol.com, website: http://
hometown.aol.com/memphistjn.
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
Antique Warehouse*: 2563 Summer
# 323—0600.
Bereavement Express: A unique way to
express your sympathy to family, friends,
co—workes, clients. # 578—9107;
www.LandscapesPublishing.com
Biorhythm Charting. Nuemerology, Tarot
Reading, Chinese Astrological Lunar
Placement Interpretation and Yin Yang
Sticks. Personal consultations by appoint—
ment only: # 377—7701.
Bliss Salon: 2111 Madison # 726—6100.
Dabbles Hair Co.: 19 N. Cooper
® 725—0521.
{
David Gairhan: A/C, refrigeration & appli—
ance repair # 274—7011.
Have Bar Will Travel: Bartending for pri—
vate functions » Lisa Gray (The Peabody
Hotel) = 726—5910.
Bob Hughes, EdD: Yoga, relaxation &
meditation classes # 682—0855.
Bonnie‘s Doggie Day Care: 885 S. Coo—
per, # 726—1300.
Lavender Earth*: 852 S. Cooper,
= 272—2853.
Love Song Greeting Cards: Specializing
in greeting cards for lovers only « P.O.
Box 676, Horn Lake, MS 38637—2165. .
McPherson Appliance Clinic: Sales, ser—
vice & repair, Heating & A/C. « 1447
National, # 327—6887, 327—7395.
Midtown Galleries & Auction, Inc.*:
___
tiques, Art, Painted & Unusual Furnish—
ings * 2228 Central # 725—0049.
Midtown House Cleaning Service: 15yr.
exp., ref., onsight est., « # 274—0281
evenings or weekends.
Pet Care Unlimited: Pet sitting and/or
house sitting by competent, caring couple
# 726—6198.
Enrica Ramey: Insurance Memphis
# Business: 377—1075.
Star Search Video*: 1411 Poplar Ave
# 272—STAR.
TNT Painting: Tom Rowe & Trent
Gatewood # 481—7900.
Tom Webb Ins.: Insuring in the Gay and —
Lesbian Community, 4646 Poplar
# 682—2170.
Vantek: Internet Services « Box 11187,
Memphis 38111—0187 = 324—4999,
e—mail: viadmin @vantek.net.
REAL ESTATE SERVICES
u
ng,
per,
Looney
velopments: 194 Looney Ave. # 525—3044.
Joanna Johnson, Realtor, Clay Johnson
Realty: 757—B West Poplar Ave.
# 853—0237.
Glenn Moore, Broker, Owner, Woodland
Realty: # 377—1057.
Darian Porter, Affiliate Broker, The Carter
Group: 1908 Exeter, Ste. 2, Germantown
# 753—7222, 278—4079.
Steve Solomon, Broker, Sowell & Com—
pany,; 54 S. Cooper = 278—4380 _
TRAVEL
Diverse Excursions: # 726—4672 or
dx_jon@yahoo.com.
|
Great American Cruises, Inc.: Cruise
Travel Agency, Sherman Perkins, 52 N.
Second # 525—5302.
"
Travel Customized by Jean Morris: Mem—
ber International Gay & Lesbian Travel
Association = 465—2936.
TJN IS ALSO DISTRIBUTED —
AT THESE LOCATIONS
Circuit Playhouse: 1705 Poplar Ave.
# 726—5521..
Memphis and Shelby County Public
Library: 1850 Peabody # 725—8800.
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t Among Gays, Lesbians
Domestic Violence Coming Out Of Close
hasn‘t been flagged as a domestic
lence. Some feel airing the issue
curs within the gay, lesbian, bi—
ing on the court system and what
case at all, but simply as assault.
will fuel homophobia.
sexual
and
transgender
communi—
mood
they‘re in today."
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That can be a crucial distinction.
Others dismiss that notion.
ties
roughly
as
often
as
in
The
domestic—violence label on
ingly talked about incidence of do—
In domestic disputes, it‘s easier to
"If the goal is to have the same
heterosexual relationships — af—
a case not only affects what a judge
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couples,
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through the legal system.
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Rules for protective orders are
Cousineau, victim advocate for
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economic threats, shame — gays
written in gender—neutral language
Denver‘ s Project Safeguard, which
study concluded that more money,
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T
R
cause they don‘t want to reveal
well as the District of Columbia.
lence victims.
>
Past history of violence or abuse
to address the problem.
their sexual orientation.
"We‘re in this weird middle
Equality Colorado, a Denver—
"A number of lesbians I work
that normally isn‘ t admissible may
"Let‘s be real, in the world we
ground,"
said de Percin. "You
based advocacy group, has pro—
be allowed in domestic cases.
with
have
had
a
negative
experi—
live in, especially in Colorado,
might be able to get one, depend—
duced a training video to help
ence in reaching out for help," said
people can be at risk for losing their
educate police. Denise de Percin,
Judy Carrier of SafeHouse Denver.
jobs," said Sandra Lynton of the
the organization‘s anti—violence
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human
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Boulder Safehouse. "Many people
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program director, regularly speaks
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and
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classes
about
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from people — they‘re shocked not
nate."
ner abuse and specific needs of
by domestic violence, but by les—
A 1998 report by the National
same—sex victims.
bianism."
Coalition of Anti—Violence Pro—
Experts say physical battering in
Among
gays
and
lesbians,
there
grams, while sketchy in details,
gay
and lesbian relationships often
is division about domestic vio—
found that domestic violence oc—

Report:

Ellen

DeGeneres and

Anne Heche Split Up
Ellen DeGeneres and Anne
Heche have split up.
"Unfortunately, we have de—
cided to end our relationship," the
couple said in a statement in the
Daily News. "It is an amicable part—
ing, and we greatly value the 31/2
years we have spent together."
DeGeneres, 43, was the first
openly gay lead on television. A
year after declaring her homosexu—
ality in a Time magazine cover
story in 1997, ABC canceled her
Ellen series, citing declining rat—
ings.
Heche, 31, and DeGeneres col—
laborated on an HBO film If These
Walls Could Talk II in April. Heche
directed DeGeneres and Sharon
Stone in the story of a lesbian
couple trying to have a baby — a
tale said to mirror the plans of
Heche and DeGeneres.
Heche also filmed a three—
month cross—country standup com—
edy tour of DeGeneres, which
culminated with an HBO cable spe—
cial/that aired last month.
The Daily News quoted un—
named friends as saying no third
party was involved in the breakup.
Anne Heche reached Toronto on
the afternoon of Aug. 21 despite the
alarming reports of her making
"strange statements" to Fresno
County, Calif. residents late Aug.
19. Heche had missed her reserva—
tion ona flight earlier Aug. 21.
Heche reportedly looked tired
on her arrival in Toronto, where it‘s
said she‘ll be directing Denzel
Washington in the film John Q. She
made no comment about the inci—
dent which has drawn inquiries
from reporters around the world.
Heche was apparently headed
for the First Women‘s Music Fes—
tival on Aug. 19 when she left her
car beside the highway (it has yet
to be clarified whether there was a
problem with the car or she simply

parked it). She walked to a home
about a mile away where residents
called deputies to help her. Depu—
ties say she was "cooperative"
when they took her to nearby Uni—
versity Medical Center where ap—
parently she was released after
spending two hours with physi—
cians early Aug. 20. There will be
no criminal investigation.
Rumors have gotten wild. One
had her wandering naked on Inter—
state 5 — sheriffs say that‘s abso—

lutely false. However, KSEE TV
said a deputy had written in his
police report that, "She proceeded
to tell me that she was God and was
going to take everyone back to
heaven with her in some sort of
spaceship."
Heche had been romantically
linked to actors Steve Martin and
Richard Burgi before hooking up
with DeGeneres.
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Ellen and Anne Over.
What Now?

The star—crossed couple who unwittingly brought lesbian rela—
tionships out of the closet have, sadly, decided to call it quits.
What does the end of the relationship between actresses Ellen
DeGeneres and Anne Heche mean for the rest of us?
Not a lotif you ask PlanetOutrelationship columnist, psycholo—
gist and author Dr. Betty Berzon."The vulnerability of that rela—
tionship had much more to do with the fact that it was public," .—
said Berzon. "If this was Anne Heche‘s first lesbian relationship,
it wasn‘t dealt with like a first relationship should be. They had
so much pressure to be a perfect couple, which made it very hard
to have a successful relationship. It‘s hard for anyone in Holly—
wood, and this was no exception."
Berzon says it‘s important that the gay community doesn‘t let
the demise of high—profile relationships like that of DeGeneres
and Heche skew its perceptions of same—sex relationships as a
whole. "We have this terrible tradition of failure concerning rela—
tionships in the gay and lesbian community that we reinforce in
all kinds of ways. When you see someone in public, it‘s accept—
able to ask, ‘AreBill and John still together?‘ When there is a
breakup, we let it further that tradition of failure. When there is a
divorce in the straight community, people don‘t say, ‘See, mar—
riage doesn‘t work, does it?‘ It‘s important for the gay commu—
nity not to reinforce and legitimize the tradition of failure. We‘re
so captivated by the myth of same—sex relationships not working.
They do, they can, and they will if you‘re willing to give them the
right kind of attention."
Dr. Betty Berzon has been with her partner for 27 years. Ques—
tions for her regular PlanetOut column can be sent to
loveletters@planetout.com.

Come and meet God again for the very first time
:
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
We meet
at
~The Lambda Center
1488 Madison Avenue
901—458—0501
Rev‘d Kathy Switzer, Pastoral Leader
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drama about military training at
Louisiana‘s Fort Polk in the early
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: Deep Inside
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by Romeo San Vicente

Gays With Guns
Latino actor Clifton Collins
(formerly known as Clifton
Gonzalez Gonzalez), who has
played supporting roles in such
films as Light It Up and The Re—
placement Killers, portrays a gay
assassin with a coke habit in the
new big—screen thriller Traffic,
from Erin Brockovich director
Steven Soderbergh. Traffic is a no—

holds barred look at the high—stakes
business behind the drug trade.
Michael Douglas and his soon—to—
be—missus Catherine Zeta—Jones
star in the flick, currently scheduled
for release this December. You can
catch Collins on the big screen this
September in the low—budget flick
Tigerland, from queer director Joel
Schumacher. Collins plays a South—
ern recruit named Miter in the gritty

SUSAN
MACKENZIE

Anne Commits to
Denzel
Lesbian thespian Anne Heche is
finalizing a deal to star opposite
Denzel Washington in the thriller
John Q for New Line Cinema. The
film‘s plot centers on a down—on—
his—luck dad (played by Washing—
ton), whose Little—League—playing
son is in need of a heart transplant.
Heche will portray a hospital ad—
ministrator who enforces the trans—
plant department‘s guidelines and
denies the request. Washington‘s
character then takes the hospital‘s
ER hostage until doctors agree to
perform the surgery. John Q rolls
before cameras next month with a
cast that includes Robert Duvall as
a hostage negotiator and Beloved
beauty
Kimberly Elise as
Washington‘s wife. The film
should hit theaters sometime in
2001,

Attorney At Law
Cornwell Finds New

266 S. Front St.
Suite 206
Memphis, TN 38103
527—7701

Home at Sony
Best—selling dyke scribe Patricia
Cornwell may have found a new
home for Virginia medical exam—
iner character Kay Scarpetta, the
main character of several myster—
ies, including From Potter‘s Field
and The Body Farm. Sony Pictures
is this close to snapping up the film
rights to the 11 books in which
Scarpetta appears, hoping to create
a female franchise for the studio.
The deal, rumored to be worth
more than $5 million up front, will
give Sony a five—year option on the
existing Scarpetta novels, as well

Bii

nero

as the rights to any new books
Cornwell writes during that time
frame. Hollywood insiders think
that the scope of Cornwell‘s Sony
deal surpasses those made by her
male colleagues (such as Tom
Clancy and Dean Koontz). In the
past, top actresses such as Demi
Moore and Kristin Scott Thomas
have expressed interested in por—
traying the female sleuth on the big
screen. No word yet if Scarpetta‘s
brilliant lesbian FBI agent niece
Lucy will also make the transition
to movies.
Fish Hooks Spielberg
Gay American Beauty produc—
ers Dan Jinks and Bruce Cohen are
close to finalizing a deal with
uberfilmmaker Steven Spielberg to
direct the feature film version of
Big Fish. Based on the Daniel
Wallace novel, Big Fish has been
adapted for the big screen by mega—
talented gay screenwriter John
August, who counts Go and
Charlie‘s Angels among his cred—
its. Big Fish is a magical drama,
akin.to Forrest Gump in tone, about
the tenuous relationship between
William Bloom and his prone—to—
exaggerate father Edward. William
only gets to know Edward after
he‘s passed away, when William
goes on a journey to separate the
true man from his "larger—than—life"
myth. Much of the story unravels
through a series of flashbacks. Big
Fish will most likely roll before
cameras next spring or summer on
location in Alabama.
Blair Witch Makers
Cross—Dress
The production company be—

tell you "No,"
we continue to proclaim
a joyous "YES !"

BVMOY/

UNITED

Congregational
CHURCH

OF

African—American
Living & Lovi

CHRIST

New Milleniur

An Open and Affirming Church
celebrating the image of God in every person
and the sacred value of every human life

September
Preceeding

16,

~—11:00 A.M.

2000

246 South Watkins » 278—6786 phone; 278—2071 fax
Rev. Cheryl Cornish, pastor
Rev. Scott Howell, associate pastor
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Romeo San Vicente knows gay
screenwriter John August‘s inte—
rior designer. You can reach
Romeo in care of this publication
or
via
e—mail
at
RomeoDeep@aol.com. For more
Deep Inside Hollywood, visit
w w w . p o p c o rng .c o m,
www. gay.com,
or
www.queery.com.

_ __

645 South Main #3
The Train Station Apartments — Homeof Corey Kitchens and Charles Break
Come and Visit Us!
Sundays at 9:00 & 10:30 am; Wednesdays at 6:00 pm

CBS‘s Funny Uncle
We‘ve come a long way since
Love, Sidney. Twenty years after
that sitcom had Tony Randall as a
gay man (whose‘sexuality was
never discussed) suddenly con—
fronted with helping to raise a little
girl, CBS is developing Say Uncle,
in which a gay yuppie inherits his
teenage nephew and niece. Openly
gay Friends producer Jeffrey
Richman told Variety that the show
will address some of the feelings
heterosexuals have when they walk
into the perfectly decorated home
of a gay friend and wonder what it
would look like if only he had kids.
Richman came up with the idea
after his sister made him the guard—
ian for her children should anything
happen to her. Look for Say Uncle
no later than fall 2001.
Homo Box Office?
HBO has just given a go—ahead
to Moisés Kaufman‘s script for The
Laramie Project. Kaufman will
also direct the HBO movie version
of his play, which focuses on the
brutal murder of gay Wyoming
college student Matthew Shepard.
No word yet on when Laramie will
alr.

As other denominations

‘First

hind The Blair Witch Project has
optioned Jeffrey Hatcher‘s cross—
dressing—themed play Complete
Female Stage Beauty in the hopes
of turning it into another low—bud—
get box—office hit. Set in London
in the 17th century, Beauty is a dark
comedy centered around the real—
life story of actor Edward
Kynaston, a pompous (but success—
ful) actor who made his living por—
traying females on stage. When
King Charles II issues a decree that
bans men from cross—dressing for
women‘s roles, the actor battles to
reclaim his rightful position as a
drag queen oftheater. The play has
been described as "sexy" and "ris—
que," and Artisan has no plans to
change that in the feature—film ver—
sion. Hatcher will adapt his play for
the big screen, which may go into
production sometime next year
with a budget of less than $20 mil—
lion.

Brother‘s United of Memphis
Dewayne Jenkins, Nashville Cares
Orin Johnson, Memphis Planned Parenthood

After Discussion: HIV/AIDS in the Black Community
Published as a public service of the Triangle Journal News.
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ally has five major
areas.
On entering, the
first thing you encoun—
ter is the Jazz Gallery.
This area has
the look and
feel of a quiet

Frank Cooper, one of
Amnesia‘s owners, says this
area will not have a cover
charge: and willbe open for
happy hours—seven days a

piano bar and is
decorated with
lively art and a
baby grand piano.

By Allen Cook

Well, it took quite a
longer than anticipated,
the result is well worth
wait. Amnesia is back.—

Sofas and chairs
make this area a

bit
but

comfortable one for
relaxing, having a

the

drink, talking with
friends or enjoying
the live performers.
Among the per—

and

back with a vengeance!
The former warehouse at
2866 Poplar has been‘
formed in the
eight months
since it closed
its doors for re—
modeling.

Gallery
Teres a Pate will be performing onWednesdays in the Jazz
through September.

Butch
Channel5‘s K]ym Clark and Fnends For Life‘s
Valentine enjoy the show.

Jones.
Outside is the Pa—
tio/Pool Bar (no,
we‘re not talking

While rumors
have abounded
about its de—
mise, Amnesia
has not only
survived, it is
thriving!
Sporting a
totally new ex—
terior (with
lighted sign
replacing the
g r a f f 1 t
s¢ r a wile d
©2866" on the
side of the
building).
Amnesia wel—

an
The venerable Joanne receives a tip and praise from
opening night guest.
Sofonda Peters plays to the
crowd in the Cabaret Bar.

comed its cus—
on
tomers
Aug. 2 with a grand reopen—
ing featuring Grace Jones.
The newly—designed club
—— a complex, really —actu—

Mame

9

\t

More information about
where
billards here),
Amnesia is available on the
Dance Bar.
formers slated
Grace Jones performed to an SRO crowd in the
website
on cool nights pa— web
its
at
for ‘the Jazz
by call—
the
or
com
from
Am—
www.amnesiausa.
trons can get away
week. The remainder of
Gallery in September are Irv—
glass
a
just
8
ing (901) 454—1366.
driving music beat
nesia will be open at from
ing Evans, Teresa Pate, Debbie
gh
throu
day
wall
away.
Thurs
m.
a.
3
p.m.—
Kines and Wendy Browning.
Admission is
Sunday only.
Bar
available to those
A glass wall in the Jazz
a
Bar,
o
18 years and over
overlooks the Vide
although
the
large area with 12 video
cover charge for
screens.
those under 18 is
To the right of the Video
higher.
The
Bar is the Cabaret Bar, a two—
that
cover on nights
level area with a stage
without special
seems perfect (ifa little small)
strut
entertainment is
for drag performers to
$7 for 21+ and
their stuff.
o
Vide
$10 for 18°21
Going through the
year olds. Need—
Bar and down the ramp, pa—
less to say, alco—
trons encounter the Dance Bar
nous
caver
holic
beverages
— smaller than the
large
but
will
not
be served
space it was before,
au—
an
to
those
under
ate
enough to accommod
Steve Solomon and bar ownerSharon Wray
21
Grace
of
dience for the likes
await Grace Jones‘ arrival.

Bar.
These patrons enjoyed a full show at the Cabaret
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Diverse Excursions Announces
Halloween AIDS Fund—raising
Trip to New Orleans

A Place

with open bar (vamps and voodoo theme);
and a soulful and glorious gospel brunch with
beer and bloody Marys included.
Call Diverse Excursions at (901) 726—
4672or visit their web site at http://
maxpages.com/divex and select "Halloween
New Orleans" for more information. Prices
start at $130 per night per person with a two
night minimum, It includes daily buffet
breakfast, afternoon tea, hors d‘ oeuvres, two
luncheons and open bar cocktail party. The
fund—raising parties are extra. Call for pric—
ing.
s
"We offer discount
airfare to New Orleans,
plus we are partnered
with Amtrak to provide
our group a convenient,
relaxing,
low—cost
round—trip alternative."
Arnold
continues,
"There‘s no better way to
spend Halloween than
enjoying our fabulous"
tour." Arnold stresses that all party proceeds
go to Project Lazarus, plus Diverse Exeur—
sions contributes 50 percent of its trip prof—
its to various Memphis causes.
The party weekend officially kicks off on
Fri., Oct. 27, with the luncheon and open bar
cocktail party at Tujaque‘s from 2—5 p.m. The
festivities continue through Sun. afternoon.
Optional early arrival on Wednesday or
Thursday plus late departures through Mon—
day can easily be accommodated. "Our
agency specializes in custom trips and tours.
We work with you to makeyour trip as flex—
ible as you need it to be."
Call (901) 726—4672 or —252—9901 for
more details and information on other trips
to New Orleans offered by the agency. Or
you can e—mail dxjarnold@hotmail.com or
visit the agency site at http://maxpages.com
divex.

at the

Table

Need to get onto the net?
,
Our NetConnect and NetUSA packages provide unmetered dial—up
Internet access using analog modems at speeds up to 56kbps for
just $19.95 per month (plus $20 setup fee). They include one email
address, free personal web hosting, 10MB of disk space and 250MB
of web hosting bandwidth usage per month. NetConnect service
isavailable only in Memphis. NetUSA service can be accessed via
local dial—up numbers across the nation with no roaming fees!
Need more speed?
NetConnecté64 and NetUSA64 packages include the same great
features as their namesakes, but using a true bidirectional
é4kbpsdial—up ISDN connection for just
$2495

per month {plus

$35setupfee).
Need even more

speed24

#5

y‘

Get Ne onnect128 for a 2 B—chctnnellZBkbps dial—up SDN
conneéﬂonforjust.$49.95 per month (plus $70 setup fee). 128kbps
and higherspeeds are only availablein Memphis.

Want your own domain name?
The WebHost package provides hosting for your own domain
name, including DNS hosting, web hosting and email hosting. For
just $35 per month, plus setup fee) we will host your domain on msmenke

7

Diverse Excursions, Memphis‘ only full—
service gay and lesbian travel agency, an—
nounces an Halloween AIDS fund—raising
trip to New Orleans. The agency has teamed
up with Project Lazarus AIDS Fund—raising
Parties to provide Memphis residents a con—
venient, low—cost trip to Memphis‘ favorite
playground — New Orleans.
"Our goal in offering this trip is to give
our Memphis clients an opportunity to sup—
port a good cause while experiencing an in—
credible slice of gay New Orleans at an
excellent value," says agency spokesperson
Jon Arnold. "Everyone loves
j
New Orleans in the fall; Hal—
loween is an especially fes—
tive time in the Big Easy.
Have fun and raise funds!"
The agency pampers its
clients with this unique
package: "We provide
stretch limousine transporta—
tion from the airport and
limos Will continuously run
between our hotel and each of the fund—rais—
ing parties held outside the French Quarter."
Arnold continues, "Our four—star hotel also
includes daily complimentary breakfast, af—
ternoon tea and cocktail hors d‘oeuvres in
the rate."
In addition to daily breakfast, afternoon
tea and hors d‘ oeuvres, the package includes:
a luncheon at the renowned Antoine‘s Res—
taurant, founded in 1840; a luncheon and
open bar cocktail party at Tujaque‘s, a clas—
sic N‘awlins restaurant (since 1856) with a
great balcony; and a brief walking tour to
the beautifully restored classic 1826 home
of Confederate General Beauregard.
The fund—raising parties include: a jacket
and tie buffet dinner party and silent auction
with open bar; a cocktail and dance party
with open bar; an extravagant costume party

ourhigh—speed serv
width usage per month. Comes standard with online usage ___
statistics reporting and 5 email mailboxesplus unlimited email
aliases in your domain!

Need a domain and access, too?
WebMinder+ packages provide the same great hosting as
WebHost but also include dial—up Internet access at a reduced
rate. Rates start at $49.95 per month (plus setup fee) for one
domain and one Sékbps dial—up,
More than one domain?
With the purchase of a WebHost or WebMinder+ package, you
can add additional VirtualHost domains for just $5 per month each
~ (plus setup fee)! These domains will run out of your base
accountsdisk space and bandwidth allotments andinclude only
one email mailbox. You can re—sell these domains to your
customers and reap the rewards!
We‘ant us to buiild your site or make it go?
|
We offer custom web site design and programming services as well
as other networking and consulting
rate. If youve got a need you don‘t see here, please give us a call!
services for a nominal hourly

Playhouse on the Square — Memphian Room
Sponsored by Memphis Gay and Lesbian Community Center
This potluck dinner will benefit "A Place at the Table,"
an annual fundraising event for Friends for Life.
The dinner is open to the entire community. Donations will be accepted.
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From

the

Fiction by Randolph Jackson
Synopsis: Winston Birk found a key
that he thinks is to an apartment in
his building. His unquenchable
curiosity has led him on a quest to
find the apartment door that key fits.
Winston found the apartment and a
dead body in it. In the last episode,
he found a second occupant
handcuffed to the towel rack in the
bathroom. Freeing him and anxious
to remove himself from a murder
scene, Winston takes him across
town to another apartment.
Episode Five

Winston Birk couldn‘t remem—
ber the last time he had been
outwith someone. His condemna—
tion oflife had left him in his apart—
ment alone, judging all others from
his balcony without the least bit of
real experience. He pushed the
clothes in his closet to and fro, tak—
ing up a shirt and holding it to the
light for closer inspection. They
seemed dated, but he couldn‘t be
sure. He wanted to look appealing,
but not too much.
Winston even thought of wash—
ing his car, something he hadn‘t
done in almost a year. "What‘s the

Life

of Winston

Birk

point?" he had questioned. "It‘ ll
dane as the only person who could
just get dirty again."
hear it over the stereo was the guest
He tried on several different
at the door. Nevertheless, he rang
shirts before deciding on one. The
the bell; and rang the bell; and rang
black polish from his shoeshine
the bell. With his back turned about
box was dried over; he let some
to leave, Paul opened the door.
water drip from the faucet, bring—
"Hey, come on in." Paul was
ing it back to life. As he removed
buttoning his shirt. "Do you want
the dust from his shoes, he began <a drink?"
to shine them with zeal.
"Sure. Why not."
Perhaps it was the notion of
‘"What do you take?" Paul talked
meeting a young woman in public
over the wet bar as he put ice in
that excited him, or possibly the
the glasses. "Lemon or lime?" The
sense of renewed self one realizes
bar was barren except for some
when getting dressed up, be it for
vodka and tonic. Winston paused
Sunday service, a wedding or just
over his only option.
a night on the town. Winston Birk
‘"Lemon, I guess."
stood in front of the mirror comb—
"I‘m not much for lime either,"
ing his hair one way and then an—
Paul said, and he handed Winston
other. He even smiled at himselfin
the vodka tonic. As Winston sipped
the mirror like a man rediscover—
the drink he remembered seeing the
ing an old, lost toy and remember—
vodka and the cut lemon at the
ing the good times it had brought.
apartment where he had found
He was ready. The night awaited.
Paul. Suddenly, the image of Paul
Pulling into Jip‘s driveway, he
hanging from the rack ran through
noticed that her car was gone. He
his mind.
was just a bit early and so he
"So, when do you expect. Jip
thought no more of it and walked
back?"
to the door. The door bell was an
"I don‘t."
F
ancient one and rang only after sev—
Winston Birk pushed the curtain
eral turns of the flattened, ornamen—
aside with his hand and looked out—
tal knob. In its day, this had been
side, somehow expecting to see Jip
seen as luxury; now it seemed mun—
pull into the driveway. "We were

CLEAN IT UP CAR WASH
Sat., Sept. 30 —

10 a.m.—4 p.m.

Holy Trinity Community Church Parking Lot
3430 Summer Ave.
Suggested Donation $5

Proceeds' divided equally between
Memphis Gay and Lesbian Community Center
f
and
Memphis Lesbian and Gay Coalition for Justice

Memphis
901—529—9800

Nashville
615—726—1199
Use FREE Access Code: 5380
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supposed to go out tonight."
truth that the guy ..."
"Oh, she wants us to meet her."
Jip burst through the door.
"Us?"
"Goddamnit, Paul."
"Sure, we always go out to—
"Jip," Paul said, astonished.
"I told you to keep your mouth
gether. What did you think, that
you and her..."
shut."
"What?"
"Well, I just thought..."
"Get used to it. That‘s how she
"You think you‘re so smart
is?
don‘t you?" Jip took the glass from
Paul‘s hand.
Winston put his glass on the bar.
"What do you mean?"
She threw it against the wall just
"Nevermind. Are you ready to
missing Winston Birk. He moved
towards the door.
go?" he said, looking Winston up
and down from his oiled hair to his
"Where do you think you‘re
two—tone shoes. "Boy, are you
going?" Jip asked, looking at Win—
ready," Paul said, chuckling.
ston shaking her head. "Take off
your clothes."
Winston‘s thoughts were ofJip
and why she hadn‘t been at the
"What?" He couldn‘t believe his
ears.
house. "Do you really think she
wants me to come? I mean, you
"You heard me."
don‘t think she asked me out just
Winston now stared down the
because I found you at the apart—
barrel ofthe 38 Special.
ment do you?"
"Now!" Jip said, waving the pis—
"What do you care? Listen Win—
tol in front of him. There was
ston," Paul turned away as he
riddled emotion in her voice.
spoke, so that his words trailed af—
"Jip, what are you doing?" Paul
ter him. "Do you want her or stood back.
what?"
"Shut up. Get your clothes off."
Paul stood at the bar again. "I
thought you came over here be—
cause you wanted to have some fun
tonight."
"Well, I just thought it would be
different."
"Different. Did you think Jip
would be here waiting for you, and
you were going to pin a corsage on
her or something? Come on, get
real Winston. This is Midtown and
you‘re thirty—six going on forty—
five. Why don‘t you take a couple
of minutes and regroup. I‘m going
to the bathroom."
Winston Birk didn‘t know what
to think: suddenly Paul had become
very different. With his hand to his
forehead pondering the situation,
he turned to look across the room
and he noticed something out of the
corner of his eye. "It couldn‘t be,"
he thought. There at the top of the
bookshelf was the figurine he had
seen in the apartment of the dead
man. He grabbed it to be sure.
"Oh, do you like that?" Paul
said, just out ofthe bathroom.

Jip waved the pistol. The handcuffs
Winston had so meticulously re—
moved from Paul just hours ago
were now going around his own
wrists. "Put this on," she said.
Winston Birk couldn‘t imagine
what was about to happen. It was
Blue Velvet gone south. He wanted
to run, but there was the gun.
"If you scream, I‘ll shootyou,"
mini"
she said. It was unimaginable. That
it was happening to him was even
more fantastic, surreal. He wanted
to die, there and right then. He
gasped for air, but the hair from the
wig that now adorned him hung in
his mouth. Jip was rough; she was
in control. Winston Birk was help—
less to fend her off.
He fell limp as she finished her
torture. Winston Birk was dragged
to Jip‘s car and they drove into the _
night. His last memory was still of
the pistol and its cold steel. The
door opened and he was pushed out
on the side of the road.
The sun was just beginning to
come over the horizon, and Win—
ston Birk got to his feet slowly.
There he stood in a red dress and a
blonde wig, used and abused like
some hooker on a long holiday.
Where he was, he didn‘t know. He
wasn‘t even sure who he was any—
more. But as he turned to head up
the road, he stopped suddenly.
Something stood out in front of
him. It was a key, a brown, generic
looking key like any key you might
find.

"Really? It‘s yours."
Winston just stared at the odd
figurine. "What‘s going on, Paul?"
"What?"
"Why were you there?"
"Where?"
"Handcuffed in the bathroom,
where else."
"What do you want Winston?
Say what you mean."
"I mean, who killed that guy?"
"What if I said I did, would it * How did we get here? The first four
make any difference to you?"
episodes ofFrom the Life of Winston
Winston didn‘t know what to
Birk are available by e—mail for free
say. He couldn‘t help but feel that
or for $1 by regular mail to cover
postage and handling. E—mail
Paul wasn‘t completely responsible
requests to memphistin@aol.com;
for the murder because he and the
send
postal requests to Triangle
dead man had seemed quite at ease
Journal News, P.O. Box 11485,
in the picture from New Orleans.
Memphis, TN 38111—0485.
"It doesn‘t really, just that I
Next month —
wanted to know."

New fiction from
Jim Norcross

Memphis
901.565.0006
Nashville _
615.399.9456
Use FREE Code 2138
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Who was Frederick the Great?
Frederick the Great was such a
complicated man that one biogra—
pher dubbed him "The Magnificent
Enigma." He was a warrior who
championed tolerance, a humanist
who started wars that killed hun—
dreds ofthousands, and a sodomite
who ruled a land where sex be—
tween men was punishable by
death.
Frederick earned the title "the
Great" by building his German
kingdom‘s army into the conquer—
ing terror of 18th Century Europe.
But as a child, he showed few signs
of military prowess. His father,
King Frederick William I, wanted
his son to grow into a fighting Prus—
sian, but young Frederick preferred
the French novels and music he
learned about from his tutors to the
military lessons ordered by his fa—
ther. The king regularly thrashed
his son to force him to toughen up.
Frederick, still less than 10 years
old, surrendered to the king‘s de—
mand that he excel in daily mili—
tary drills, and he learned to hide
from his father when he played the
flute and read his favorite books.
Still, the beatings continued.
In 1730, the 18—year—old prince
colluded with two soldiers, one his
friend, the other his lover, to escape
from his father and flee to England.
The king discovered the plot, and
sent soldiers to arrest the three.
Frederick‘s friend escaped, but the
soldiers captured the prince and his
lover, Lt. Hans von Katte, and
jailed them.
The king had long believed that

The Silesian campaign was only
king considered killing Frederick,
but friends dissuaded him. Instead, the first of many wars of territorial
he forced his son into a year‘s ser— expansion that Frederick won, but
vice as a low—level bureaucrat to the Prussian people paid dearly.
Commerce stagnated under army
humiliate him.
Katte‘s death showed Frederick and navy financial demands and
that he could not escape his father‘s taxes were raised even on the poor.
control, so when Frederick William But the financial costs were small
ordered him. to. marry, a _noble— compared with the price in human
lives. In a single bloody year, 1759,
woman three years after the execu—

Ris son and Raite were lovers, but
what enraged him now was their
disloyalty to him. After a military
tribunal convicted Katte of deser—
tion, the king ordered the lieuten—
ant killed. On the morning of the
execution, Frederick William dis—
patched soldiers to his son‘s cell to
force him to watch Katte die.
Frederick fainted in front of his
cell‘s window moments before an
executioner chopped off his lover‘s
head in the courtyard below. The

Toyed new freedoms.
—
At first, Frederick‘s rule seemed
to promise a more comfortable ex—
istence for the Prussian people, but
Frederick plunged Prussia into war
within a year of his coronation.
Frederick had absorbed his father‘s
vision of Prussia as a great power
and invaded neighboring Silesia, a
wealthy country,: to expand
Prussia‘s borders and to help pay
for a larger military. After two
years of fighting, Silesia fell.

tion, he complied, though he told
friends that he detested the idea.
The 1733 wedding cemented a po—
litical alliance, but the bride and
groom disliked each other. Al—
though Frederick claimed that they
tried, the couple never produced an
heir.
In 1740, Frederick William died
and the crown prince became king.
Just after he took the throne,
Frederick issued a flurry of orders
that made Prussia more humane.
Inspired by the Enlightenment phi—
losophy expressed in the French
books he loved, the king outlawed
censorship of the press and encour—
aged religious tolerance. Even
Jews, a people excluded from much
of life in Europe at the time, en—
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vironment he created was infamous
for homoerotic. banter, and
Frederick‘s own sexual affairs with
men were an open secret. The worst
punishment he suffered was the
knowledge that his sexual predilec—
tions drew snickers among his fel—
low royals.
Had Frederick been a common
sodomite, or "warm brother" as
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Book Review

A Density of Souls

back and rereading parts of it be—
cause it was just so well written.
Although the author leaves out cer—
tain details to tease you, he never
strays away from the plot. His char—
acters are true and you feel like you
know them, and there are few
books that have ever made me feel
that way after I finished reading
them. Even now, I find myself
thinking about what Stephen and
Jordan might be doing today if they

school jocks, while the main char—
acter ofthe four, Stephen, is treated
ho—
In anticipation of summer vaca— as an outcast and is the target of
their
of
secrets
The
ia.
mophob
reading
tion, I was anxious to start
all ofthe latest releases from gay friendships and of their families
thick—
authors. My bookshelves were quickly stack up as the plot
details
with
you
teases
Rice
overflowing with hardcover fiction ens.
rs lives,
titles and paperback mysteries into each of the characte
waiting for their trips to the beach; keeping you guessing and keeping
you
reading.
their pages ea—
He‘ll
leave
you
ger
to
be
hanging
at
the
th u.m b e d
end of a chapter,
through dur—
only to reveal
ing train rides
darker secrets
and
while
chapters later.
waiting
to
Two violent
catch planes.
deaths
quickly
Like a tourist
become
the cen—
with too many
ter
of
attention
as
sights to see,
the four main
picking what
characters ap —
to read first
proach the end
was not an
of their high
easy
——task.
school—careers.
However, it
Meredith spends
was the third
all
of her. time
or fourth book
drinking and re—
of the summer:
cording all of her
that proved to
thoughts in her
be my favor—
.
journal
She
ite.
Lucky
she
enough to get an advanced copy, I hates Brandon and Greg, and
misses
and
Stephen
for
feels sorry
couldn‘t put the book down but had
ted
to wait for its final release date to his friendship. Stephen.has»ou
is,
he
who
of
proud
was
e
respons
overall
see what the
only to have his heart broken when
going to be.
ex—
If you are a fan of his mother‘s his new boyfriend is killed in an
hate
a
be
to
believed
is
that
plosion
defi—
then
vampires and witches,
now
nitéTy take timeto read Christopher crime. Don‘t hold your breath
not
is
ride
coaster
Rice‘s first novel, A Density of because the roller
R
over!
being
to
close
Souls, released this month by Talk even
Jordan,
brother,
older
‘s
Brandon
Not
York.
New
of
Miramax Books
after
following in Anne‘s footsteps, returns home from college
disap—
has
Brandon
that
Christopher strays from the ghouls learning
ate
and gore and concentrates on areal peared. Jordan begins to investig
that
events
of
course
strange
the
of
ip
friendsh
the
about
life drama
have taken place over the past few
four high school teens andthe hard—
years between his brother and his
ships they face growing up in New
Orleans. When I—first started the friends. Although Meredith will not
to be
book, I feared Christopher was be— talk to him, Stephen is eager
forms
ing a little too poetic about such a heard. A love interest oddly
How—
simple thing as starting high between Stephen and Jordan.
be—
deaths
earlier
the
of
one
ever,
atic
melodram
school. However,
verse quickly loosens up as he be— lieved to be a tragic accident is
the cli—
gins to dig deep into the plot and discovered to be murder. As
e
hurrican
a
forms,
novel
ofthe
tell the reader who the characters max
Orleans.
New
in
forming
also
is
really are.
The four central characters start Locals pack up and leave but
stay
off as best friends, but their indi— Meredith, Stephen, and Jordan
what
And
storm.
the
face
to
vidual lives carry them away from behind
cach other as they enter high a stormit turns out to be!
Rice never stops to allow the
school. Meredith, the only girl of
up to
the four, joins the bulimic in—crowd reader to take a breath. Even
not—be—
could
I
h,
paragrap
last
the
and quickly becomes an outsider
Through—
looking in on the story. Brandon lieve what I was reading.
going
myself
found
I
book,
the
high
as
out
ty
populari
gain
Greg
and
By Shannon Yarborough

explore a new side of the Rice fam—

were real. Is there a sequel stirring
in Christopher‘s mind? I hope so.
So, by now I hope I have your
soul stirring about the hottest book
of the summer. A Density of Souls,
by Christopher Rice, is a quick read
for those of you who enjoy real life
fiction with mystery, murder and
lots of plot twists. If you have in—
terviewed the vampire, cried to
heaven, or had a feast of all saints,
then please pick up this book and

ily. You don‘t have to take my ad—
vice though, read the book!
Shannon L. Yarbrough has lived
in

is a

freelance writer, and hosts the new
Gay

and Lesbian

BookClub

of

Memphis. Questions or comments
about this book or others you have
read?.

Contact

Shannon

at

Trucap24@ aol.com.
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Sad to say... Do you watch HBO‘s
Sex in the City? I‘ m a major fan of this
hilarious comedy, but was totally sur—
prised by the episode that showed
Samantha performing oral sex... total
oral sex, if you get my drift. Her il—
logical reasoning is that since she
didn‘t swallow his "funky spunk," it
was safe. I e—mailed them my displea—
sure, pointing out how irresponsible
and potentially misleading this episode
was.
Happy to Hear... A few episodes
later, Samantha, who is more promis—
cuous than any Gay man I‘ve ever
known, was about to be tested for HIV
for the very first time. The show did a
good thing by having the girls discuss
the merits of HIV testing in a humor—
ous and enlightening manner. Did they
make this episode because of some—
thing I said? Did they listen to little
ol‘ me? Yeah... right. By the way,
luckily, and very luckily at that,
Samantha tested negative, but not
without receiving a lecture about her
unsafe ways.
¥
Sad to Say... The Republicans
haven‘t changed much and they
proved it during their convention in

the City of Brotherly Love, Philadel—
phia. Most delegates gave only polite
applause as the party‘s first openly
Gay speaker, Rep. Jim Kolbe of Ari—
zona, approachedthe podium. Even
though Kolbe spoke only about trade
issues, never even ‘uttering the "G"
word, the Republican Righteous Won—
ders (RRW) in the Texas delegation
(the ones from the home state of Re—
publican presidential nominee George
W. Bush) bowed their heads in silent
prayer during his speech. Don‘t be
fooled by the party‘s messages of
"compassionate conservatism" and in—
clusion. Though less confrontational
than in the past, they still wear sheep‘s
clothing.
Happy to Hear... On the other
hand, the Democrat‘s convention
openly talked about AIDS, hate crimes
and gay rights. As Elizabeth Birch of
the Human Rights Campaign so elo—
quently stated, "Not a single Gay
American seeks special rights, we seek
simple equality." This is a message
that all America needs to hear, and it
will only come from Al Gore, Joe
Lieberman and the Democrat party.
The final frontier, gay rights, is
before us. Don‘t forget to vote
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¥
Sad to Say... Like a bad headache,
he‘s back. Realizing he had no chance
of winning the Republican nomina—
tion, Buchanan adopted the Reform
Party. So instead of being a Republi—
can Righteous Wonder, Patrick
Buchanan is now a Reform Righteous
Wonder. Vowing to make "America
a godly nation again" by cracking
down on abortion and "rampart homo—
sexuality," he captured the party‘s
nomination in a divisive vote that split
the party. With the party‘s nomination
comes $12.5 million in federal funds.
Happy to Hear... I truly believe
his hateful message will only help us
gays in the long run. Buchanan may
be back, but he‘s fading fast.
¥
Sad to Say... Gay Olympics? Not!
It‘s now called the Gay Games be—
cause of the International Olympic
Committee‘s disdain for having the
Olympics being associated with gays.
What a drag!
Happy to Hear... And what a drag!
Drag queens will be featured in a por—
tion of the closing ceremonies in a trib—
ute to the Australian hit film, The
Adventures of Priscilla, Queen of the
Desert. Some of the performers will
be dressed in original costumes from
the movie, including the bright, frilly
lizard outfit. Despite all the negative
hoopla, the show will go on. Ric Birch,
ceremonies director, called critics
"right—wing reactionaries." Give that
man a gold medal.
¥
Sad to Say... By now, many have
heard of the studies from San Fran—
ciscoreporting a "statistically impor—
tant rise in new HIV infections"
among Gay men. Ifit‘s happening in
our Mother City, it‘s just a matter of
time before the trend stretches across
the country. Experts cite "prevention
burnout" as the chief culprit, creating
a rise in casual, anonymous and un—
protected sex. Two reports in the Jour—
nal of the American Medical
Association, as reported in USA To—
day, are confirming what most ofus
already know, that Internet chat rooms
"are the latest meeting place for people
looking for sex partners." In one pa—
per, researchers surveyed 856 clients
in a Denver HIV counseling and test—
ing center about their Internet use. Of
those, 135 said they sought sex part—
ners on the Internet, and 88 of them
got lucky, if you would like to call it
that. In the second report, San
Francisco‘s health department traced
a syphilis outbreak among Gay men
to a Men4Men chat room. Complicat—
ing matters, the men with syphilis only
knew their partners‘ screen names,
hindering the health department‘s no—
tification efforts to their sex partners.
Happy to Hear... But with the bad,
comes the good. Because confidential
information cannot be released with—
out a federal subpoena, AOL referred
the health officials to PlanetOut.com,
a San Francisco firm that provides
content for the AOL Gay community.
For several weeks, PlanetOut staff e—
mailed hundreds of people who fre—
quented the chat room to encourage
anyone who met a sex partner in the
chat room to seek medical help. Just
as the bathhouses and bars were con—
tributing factors in the spread of HIV

and other STDs, they became the pri—
mary venues for education and preven—
tion. And so it is, and so it will be,
with the Internet. "This is not going
away," says Kees Rietmeijer, director
of AIDS prevention in Denver and
senior author of one of the studies.
"We have to learn to live with it and
make use ofit." Ain‘t modern tech—
nology grand?
Sad to Say... Supreme Court rul—
ing... Boy Scouts of America... Hate
it!
f
Happy to Hear... In the months
following the 5—4 ruling that allows the
Boy Scouts to ban Gays from becom—
ing scoutmasters, the pressure is on to
cut private and public funding to the
90—year—old organization. Broward
County, Fla., Detroit, Rhode Island
and Minnesota are considering with—
holding funds from the Boy Scouts
and several United Ways have sus—
pended funding. In 1996, the latest fig—
ures available, United Ways across the
country contributed $83.7 million to
scouting programs. Since each of the
1,400 United Ways sets its own policy
regarding the Boy Scouts, you could
make your feelings known before the
start of the fall fundraising campaign.
Any discrimination is wrong and ugly.
Your message could help the Boy
Scouts to begin practicing what they
preach... to be«"‘morally straight" by
not discriminating against anybody.
¥
Sad to Say... Anywhere from a
third to half of all new HIV infections
in this country are related to TV drug
use. Even though several studies have

shown that a national needle exchange
program could prevent 10,000 new
HIV infections and save up to $500
million in treatment costs, the Feds are
reluctant to fund a needle exchange
program because it would make the
government appear to be soft on drugs.
Instead, this close—minded attitude
makes them appear to be soft in the
head.
Happy to Hear... According to a
study sponsored by the non—profit
Robert Wood Johnson Foundation and
reported in Annals of Internal Medi—
cine, doctors in 48 states and pharma—
cists in 22 states can legally prescribe
and dispense sterile syringes to help
protect drug users from HIV infection.
The study should reassure doctors who
are reluctant to prescribe syringes for
fear of prosecution. According to
Josiah Rich of Miriam Hospital at
Brown University, by offering clean
needles to drug users, doctors not only
help to stop the spread of HIV and
hepatitis, but also can counsel them on
their drug use.
¥
Sad to Say... Survivor is over.
Happy to Hear... And one of"us"
won it. Love him or hate him, openly
gay Richard Hatch won it all in the
riveting final episode of this surpris—
ing hit summer series. If you were late—
comer to the show as I was, CBS will
be running repeats every night oppo—
site the Olympics. And since you
know how Survivor ends, you won‘t
have to miss that closing ceremony for
the Olympics. Talk about having your
cake...
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Notions
by Paula Martinac

Who Defines Gay
"Cultural Initiation"?

&&

When college‘classes resume in ton Times>.
Despite its provocative title,
the fall, the University of Michi—
Halperin‘s course doesn‘t broach
gan will offer a new course called
the topic of sexual initiation. Ac—
"How to Be Gay: Male Homosexu—
cording
to its catalog description,
ality and Initiation," taught by Dis—
"How
to
Be Gay" explores the
English
tinguished Professor of
"cultural artifacts and activities that
Language and Literature David
seem to play a prominent role in
Halperin, an out gay man. Predict—
learning how to be gay." As ex—
ably, the course‘s suggestive title
amples,
Halperin lists Hollywood
sparked a right—wing backlash that
movies, opera, Broadway musicals,
began in the spring and has picked
drag, diva worship, interior design,
up steam this summer. But
and other commonlyheld stereo—
;
Halperin‘s title also raises interest—
of contemporary gay male
types
.,,,
ty;
communi
ing questions for our
very end ofthe de—
What does "initiation" into lesbian,,..,,culture. At the
‘eerlplmn
Halperin,
adds, that the
and gay culture mean? Who deter—,,, |
gourse
will
seek
"to
create
the bamines what our cultural heritage is?
sis. for. a, wider aceeplanee of the
It was no surprise. when both the;
plurality of ways in which people
local chapter of the American Fam—
determine how to be gay."
ily Association (AFA) and a con—
Surprisingly, a small number of
servative cadre of politicians
gay academics have begun to criti—
targeted Halperin‘s course for at—
el/e Halpelm too, but for reasons
tack. AFA—Michigan head Gary
th68E"ofthe AFA.
Glenn said he doesn t want taxpay—
Some
see
Halperin
as purposely
Is lo Pay,,
dob
provoking
the
far
right
when he
to
how
rs
teenage
teaeh
"recruit and

engage in a lifestyle of high—risk
«BERAVIGT that is not only |lleg>al but
many believe immoral." Recently,
right—wing state legislators intro—
duced a bill to punish the univer—
sity financially if the course runs.
Halperin‘s course has also garnered
criticism from the conservative
national press, notably the <Na—
tional Review> and the <Washing—

could have chosen a more neutral
title for his course — say, "Gay Male
Literature and Culture in America."
"Now that [Halperin] has attracted
right—wing attacks," one member of
a queer academic e—mail list com—
plained in July, "we are all com—
pelled to support him."
What I find thought—provoking
about Halperin‘s course is the idea

Ilfﬁlearned” lesbianism

from my friends and lovers — all of specific cultural markers, specific
whom were white and college—edu— ways of being queer. Who gets to
cated. As aresult, I attended Cris decide what cultural "initiation" as
Williamson concerts, read a lesbian means?
‘_Mostly, it has been white queers
<Rubyfruit Jungle>, cut my hair
short, and put on men‘s jeans and calling the shots for everyone else.
shirts. What I learned how to be In what seems to me like a meta—
was not "a lesbian," but a white, phor for how diversity is dealt with
urban, middle—class, feminist one. in our white—dominated commu—
And two decades later, I‘m still try— nity, Professor Halperin tacked the
ingto unlearn a few of those les— term "plurality" onto his course
sons, especially those that were description at the end. The course
race— and class,priviledged, which itself seems to be pitched to those
foryears made me obliviousto the who share Halperm s specific cul—
issues and concerns of the many " tural referencesas awhite gay man.
Pluralismremains one of the
other lesbians who didn‘t look or
greatest
challenges we face. If
act just like I did.
The fact that lesbians and gay someone offered a course in how
men come from many different to be a member of a queer commu—
backgrounds makes us unique nity made up of many communi—
among "minorities." I‘m a Catho— ties, that would be a course for all
lic lesbian from Pittsburgh, de— of us to take.
Paula Martinacis the author of
scended from Eastern European
and Irish peasants. The dyke next seven books. She can be reached
to me at the gay pride march or the care of this publication or at
gay community center dance may LNcolumn@aol.com. For more
Notions,
visit
be an African American whose an— Lesbian
cestors were slaves or a recent im— www. planetout.com.

migrant from Chile. Each of us has
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ofcomescultural
initiation.
The term
from
the
field
ofanthropol—
ogy
and referspreserves
to the myriad
ways
aacross
community
its
culture
generations.
JewishandItal—
ianinitiatefamilies,
for
example,
might
theiroffspring
into
the
his—
tory
and
culture
of
their
ancestors
throughsuchmeansasstorytelling,
music
andcustoms,
dance,andclothing,
food,tra—
holiday
religious
ditions.
f
Gays
and
lesbians,
however,
constitute
a different
kind
of
"ethnicity,"
one
thatcan‘t
learnits
culturethroughfamily
channels.fami—In
fact,
many
of
our
biological
lies have gonequeerness.
out of theirWe‘veway allto
<unteach>
heard
stories
about theforeffeminate
young
boy
punished
trying on
hismother‘shigh
heelsorthebutch
teenage
girlup.forced
by her parents
to femme
—
Although
I cultural
do believequeerness,
that we
have
to
learn
I‘m
troubled
byd waswhatcoming
that actually
means.
When
out 20
years ago,

Jfeast for

Sunday, September 3rd
Labor Day Patio & Pool Party
CallorcomeinforTIMES

September 18
(Note: there will be noFeastfor
Friends on Labor Day, Mon., Sept. 4)
Mon.,

6 p.m., Dinner at 6:30 p.m.
$t. John‘s United Methodist Church
(Peabody &Bellevue)
infected,
theHIVHIVorAIDS
for
life
For
ds
ofFrien
service
a
is
Friends
for
Feast
with
living
g peopleds. While the dinner is free;
includinandfrien
ityrs, family
commun
and affected
caregive
friends,
their
those who are able are requested to make adonation to offsetexpenses.
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All kinds of FUN and SPECIALS
Don‘t miss the LAST BLAST of SUMMER

Watch for some fun and interesting things to come in October as well.

}
F—Muil us at « totherside®a0|.com
& K—Mail addrow and you can starl
Send us your
receiving Sidelines and other special aonouncensomts by EMail
You can pick up a form at the Bar or E—Mail pour request
Iltpsftheotherside.ourfamily.com Come visit us soem.
3883 Huy 45 N
Jackson, TN
901—668—3749

san

AG tracer

>

(Security)

*"/

(Exit 82—B off1—40 then 3 miles N at Ashport)
"Jackson‘s Only ‘Friendly‘ Bar"
Open 7 days a week @ 5 pm (7 pm — Sat. Sun)
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CLASSIFIEDRATES: Personal, non—
commercial ads FREE. Limit of 30
words (including address or phone
number) and a $2.00 charge for the
use of our P.O. box. Please specify if
you want to use our P.O. box. Com—
mercial ads are charged at the rate of
20¢ per word, $3.00 minimum. Phone
numbers and zip codes are free.
Deadline for ads is the 15th of each
month. Send to Triangle Journal
News, Box 11485 Memphis, TN
38111—0485. Classifieds mustbe sub—
mitted in writing and must include
your name and a telephone number
where you can be reached to verify

C.
L_
A
8
8.
I
9
the ad. If you would like a copy of leges. Greenwood Hollow Ridge, 13
the issue in which your ad ap— Stopple Road, Eureka Springs, AR
pears, please send $1.00 to cover 72632, (501) 253—5283.
postage.
The Arbour Glen Bed & Breakfast—
Circa 1896. Located on Eureka
Announcements
ATTENTION ADVERTISERS!! TUN Springs Historic District loop close to
announcements and classifieds will downtown shops & restaurants. Com—
not automatically be re—run. An— pletely renovated for comfort but still
nouncements and classifieds must maintaining its old world charm, el—
be re—submitted each month, in writ— egance & romance. Picturesque tree—
covered hollow. The Arbour Glen, #7
ing, by the 15th of the month.
Lema, Eureka Springs, AR 72632,
Bevo & Breakrast
©
Ozark Bed & Breakfast—5 wooded (501) 253—9010.
Custom Clothing
acres of privacy in a fun vacation
area. Exclusive resort for men & Announcing the arrival of Custom
women. Hot tub. Country club privi— Classic Designs. Creators of men‘s
and women‘s fine evening wear and
other custom creations. For more
information about pricing and your
sewing needs call 732—2755 and ask
for John (the creative artist and de—
signer) or Anthony (the artistic tailor).

L

Ifyeu haven‘t been to Integrity Pons
you haven‘t been to Integrity. Check us out!
We meet on the third Tuesday of every month.
ps
Pebte
Calvary Episcopal Church
102 N. Second Street
901.725.7256

E:

—EL—D

§

endless sex, toys and more. 18—22ish, and fun relationship. Call Brad: 662—
smooth—bodied, white male, about 223—5882, Mon.—Thurs., 6:00—9:00
140# with boyish looks and manner— p.m.
isms. Skinny a plus. No diseases. Hot Local Singles. Free to Record,
For an absolute spanking good time, Browse, Send!! 901—565—0006, Pub
call Mr. Paul: 323—1521.
#640, 18+.
Amateur photographer looking for fe— I‘m a mixed—race Gay female, single,
male models between the ages of independent, mature, romantic, de—
18—30 to pose nude, semi—nude, in cent, clean, well—groomed, healthy,
swimsuit or in casual clothes. Will athletic, non—smoker. (Socially—ac—
pay cash and give free photos as tive—entertainment events, dance/
payment. Also interested in discreet, sports, etc. Worldly—travels, gour—
no—strings—attached sexual encoun— met cook and classy but down—to—
ters that may or may not be related to earth.) | want a feminine, sexy and/or
photography. Please write with re— unique freak with common interests,
cent photo to: Photos, P.O. Box 7838, 24 years and older, any race. (I prefer
Jackson, TN 38302—0838.
oriental—far east, Greek, Indian, Span—
Cute, 30—year—old, GWM, dark hair, ish—Latin, P.R.) Ladies! Start having
new to. the South, is seeking stocky, erotic fun. Write: Mermaid, P.O. Box
husky or chubby guys for fun or rela— 40112, Memphis, TN 38174—0012.
tionship. Write TJN Dept. GC—09, P.O. Into 3—Ways? Meet by Phone. Try it
Box 11485, Memphis, TN 38111— FREE! 901—821—9100 Code 7001.
0485.
18+
Haﬁwmreo
Cashiers. Adult Retail, Full—Time, Free For All. To Record, Browse & J/O Buddies. Meet by phone. Try it
Part—Time, Weekends. Must be 18 Send. Wild Local Dateline! 901—565— FREE! 901—821—9100, Code 7001,
yrs. old with 2 forms of valid ID. Must 0006, Pub #641, 18+. 100% Local. 18+.
have experience. Apply at 791 North GWM, 36, 6‘3", 200#, good looking, Me—Naughty, submissive, white
White Station, 1874 East Brooks long hair with hazel—blue eyes, ins male, Discreet andsafe. | am tall,
good health, seeking GWM, 21—30, slim, feminine, high heels and stock—
Road or 2532 North Watkins.
Janitors. Adult Retail, Full—Time, slick, slim & sexy for romantic lover. ings! Use my shaved, smooth body
Part—Time, Weekends. Must be 18 Will be waiting to hear from you. Call for your enjoyment. Singles and
couples welcome. No diseases. Call
yrs. old with 2 forms of valid ID. Must anytime (601) 343—5102. MS.
have experience. Apply at 791 North GWM, 38, seeks hispanic or white me: Bobbie — 353—4391.
White Station, 1874 East Brooks male, age 21 to 30, slim build, good— Single, white male seeks TV/TSs that
looking for possible relationship. If like to dress up in high heels and
Road or 2532 North Watkins.
interested, call Doug at 662—343— stockings and like to be in pictures.
Personas
Write: P.O. Box 613108, Memphis,
35 yo white male master of discipline 5102.
GWM,
50,
seeking
caring
and
sin—
TN
38101.
ISO naughty submissive slave. | am
into bondage, spanking, shaving, cere GWM, 45—55, for lasting, loving Wanted: guys 18—30, thin to average
f

Meetings at

N

Memphis Lambda Center, Inc.*
1488 Madison Avenue
Memphis, TN 38104 « (901) 276—7379

Buy a Subscription to the
Mid—South‘s Gay and Lesbian
Community Newspaper
For Yourself or for a friend.
12 Issues for $15 mailed First Class,
discreetly, so you don‘t have to wait for
the news.
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

ZIP

PHONE

Phoenix (Alcoholics Anonymous) All Meetings Open
Sunday
8:00 pm
Discussion
Monday
8:00 pm
Discussion (Smoke Free)
Tuesday
8:00 pm
Twelve Step Study
Wednesday
8:00 pm
Big Book Study
Thursday
9:00 pm
Discussion
Saturday
8:00 pm
Discussion
(Last Sunday of month is birthday night with speaker.)

build, for fun and sex. Send letterwi
your looks, likes and how to contact
you. Gay, bi, straight, curious, HIV—
negative, BJ or all nighter. Write TJN
Dept. BD—09, P.O. Box 11485, Mem—
phis, TN 38111—0485.
White male in his 30s in search of
very well—endowed, dark—complected
black male, in his 20s or early 30s for
oral fun and possibly more. Must be
disease—free. Circumcised a plus. No
fats or fems. Call Douglas—323—
1684.

Into The Light (Alcoholics Anonymous — Women)
Thursday
7:00 pm
Discussion (Open, Smoke Free)
Sunday
Discussion (Open)
12 Noon
‘(Business meeting 3rd Sunday of month, Birthdays last Thursday)

AIDS RESOURCE CENTER

Seriously Sober (Alcoholics Anonymous) —
Friday
8:00 pm
Discussion (Open, Smoke Free)

1384 MADISON
MEMPHIS, TN

Open Heart (Al—Anon)
Tuesday
6:00 pm
Discussion (Open)
Thursday
5:30 pm
Discussion (Open, Smoke Free)
(Business meeting 3rd Tuesday of the month, Birthdays last Tuesday)
ACOA (Adult Children of Alcoholics)
Sunday
6:00 pm
Discussion (Open)

38104
(901) 272—0855
CLIENT SERVICES

‘_

INFORMATION
REFERRALS

Mail to: Triangle Journal News
P.O. Box 11485 —
Memphis, TN 38111—0485

*Memphis Lambda Center, Inc. is a private organization formed for the
promulgation and enhancement of Twelve—Step meetings with a special
outreach to the Gay and Lesbian community. Business meetings are on
the last Wednesday of the month at 6:30 pm.
K
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3am:

Hot

Live

Chat!

1/0 Buddies!
Reedtoed fend(o proneatk

ﬂ'ﬂﬁf

Meet Hot Local Guys Tonight!
9900
0—772—

(901) 821—9100 :*:

©1—90
just 99¢ per minute!

t Aite

Meet Hot Bottoms by

phone!

(901) 821—0156 i*

d your ownpersonal ads

eotnetinnapa
deign Enom
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